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Abstract A framework is proposed for solving general convex quadratic pro-
grams (CQPs) from an infeasible starting point by invoking an existing feasible-
start algorithm tailored for inequality-constrained CQPs. The central tool is an
exact penalty function scheme equipped with a penalty-parameter updating
rule. The feasible-start algorithm merely has to satisfy certain general require-
ments, and so is the updating rule. Under mild assumptions, the framework
is proved to converge on CQPs with both inequality and equality constraints
and, at a negligible additional cost per iteration, produces an infeasibility cer-
tificate, together with a feasible point for an (approximately) `1-least relaxed
feasible problem, when the given problem does not have a feasible solution.
The framework is applied to a feasible-start constraint-reduced interior-point
algorithm previously proved to be highly performant on problems with many
more inequality constraints than variables (“imbalanced”). Numerical com-
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parison with popular codes (OSQP, qpOASES, MOSEK) is reported on both
randomly generated problems and support-vector machine classifier training
problems. The results show that the former typically outperforms the latter
on imbalanced problems. Finally, application of the proposed infeasible-start
framework to other feasible-start algorithms is briefly considered, and is tested
on a simplex iteration.

Keywords convex quadratic/linear programming · infeasible start ·
infeasibility certificate · constraint reduction · interior point · simplex
algorithm
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1 Introduction1

Consider a convex quadratic program (CQP)

minimize
x∈Rn

f(x) :=
1

2
xTHx + cTx s.t. Ax ≥ b, Cx = d, (P)

where x ∈ Rn is the vector of optimization variables and f :Rn → R the2

objective function, with c ∈ Rn and with H ∈ Rn×n symmetric positive semi-3

definite; and where A ∈ Rm×n and b ∈ Rm, C ∈ Rp×n and d ∈ Rp, with n ≥ p4

and m + p > 0. Here and elsewhere all inequalities (≥, ≤, >, <) are meant5

component-wise.6

Most available algorithms for solving such problems belong either to the7

interior-point family or to the simplex-like family. While the most popular8

interior-point algorithms do not require that an initial feasible point be pro-9

vided, simplex algorithms do: such feasible points, when not readily available,10

are typically obtained by solving an auxiliary linear optimization problem11

(“phase 1”). Like simplex algorithms, recently proposed “constraint-reduced”12

interior-point algorithms, the latest of which (see, e.g., [28]) were observed13

to often largely outperform other approaches when the problem at hand is14

severely “imbalanced” (i.e., with most inequality constraints being inactive at15

the solution; e.g., m� n−p), do require a primal-feasible initial point. While16

a two-phase approach could again be employed here, an important drawback17

of that approach is that, in the first phase, the objective function is altogether18

ignored, leading to likely computational waste.1,219

1Note however that, in the context of feasible-direction methods for general nonlinear op-
timization problems, methods that craftily combine the two phases have been known for
decades; see [34, 36].

2One option, not considered in the present paper, may be to resort to homogeneous self-dual
(HSD) embedding methods, first proposed in [44] for the solution of linear optimization
problems and later extended in [43] to that of linear complementarity problems (which
include convex quadratic programming as a special case). We are unaware of studies com-
bining HSD with a simplex algorithm or a constraint-reduction method. Development,
analysis, and numerical testing of such combinations may be of much interest.
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Motivated by the above, the aim of the present paper is to propose an exact-20

penalty-function-based framework that “transforms” an available primal-feasible21

algorithm into one that accommodates infeasible starts. The central compo-22

nent of the proposed framework is an augmented version of (P) that involves23

a vector of relaxation variables and an exact penalty function. Exact penalty24

functions (i.e., penalty functions for which a threshold exists—but is unknown25

at the outset—such that, when the penalty parameter exceeds that threshold,26

solutions of the penalized problem also solve the original constrained prob-27

lem) have been extensively used for many decades in nonlinear optimization,28

especially since the seminal work of A.R. Conn [14]; see, e.g., [1, 13,15,21].29

While the adaptive selection of the penalty parameter is often heuristic, in30

some contexts, authors have proposed formal adaptation rules that guarantee31

that an appropriate value of the parameter will eventually be obtained and32

will be kept for the remainder of the solution process; this goes back several33

decades (e.g., [30] as well as, in the context of augmented Lagrangian, [17,35])34

and also includes more recent work such as [11, 39]. Finally, in the past two35

decades, exact penalty functions have been used successfully in the solution of36

mathematical programs with complementary constraints (MPCC), e.g., [16,32]37

and references therein. Here again, an appropriate, finite value of the penalty38

parameter is reached after finitely many iterations.39

While, originally, the intent of exact penalty functions was to turn a con-40

strained optimization problem into an unconstrained one, this tool has also41

been used to eliminate equality constraints when only an inequality-constraint42

algorithm is available, specifically, by replacing in each scalar equality the “=”43

sign with ‘’≥” and penalizing positive deviations from equality; see [30, 39].44

More recently, in [22, 23], exact penalty functions have been used for yet an-45

other purpose: allowing algorithms that require a feasible initial point to accept46

infeasible initial points. This is the focus of the present work.47

Use of penalty functions in the solution of linear or convex-quadratic opti-48

mization problems has been scarcer than their use in nonlinear optimization,49

for obvious reasons: powerful methods have long existed (starting with the50

original simplex method for linear optimization seven decades ago) for the51

solution of such problems and there was no perceived need to resort to such52

tool. Exceptions include the use of an exact penalty method for warmstarting53

interior-point methods [6] and the “big M” approach (where the penalty pa-54

rameter is “large” but fixed) considered in [25, section 4.3]. Also, as mentioned55

above, such need does arise in the context of constraint-reduced interior-point56

methods. An exact penalty function scheme was thus used in [22, 23] in the57

context of a specific constraint-reduced algorithm for inequality-constrained58

linear [23], then convex quadratic [22], optimization.59

In the present paper, a rather general framework is proposed, analyzed, and60

numerically tested, for the solution of a CQP, starting from a possibly primal-61

infeasible point, that invokes an iteration of a rather arbitrary user-provided62

feasible-start CQP solver, referred to below as “base iteration”. The key con-63

tributions are as follows. First the approach introduced in [22] is generalized to64

apply to a general class of feasible-start base iterations (as opposed to, merely,65
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a specific version of a constraint-reduced scheme), and to offer broad freedom66

in the choice of a penalty-parameter updating rule; the base iteration and the67

updating rule are merely required to satisfy certain general specifications. Sec-68

ond, the framework is then extended to solve problems that include equality69

constraints without destroying any existing sparsity. Third, it is shown how at70

a negligible additional cost per iteration, when the CQP is primal-infeasible,71

a certificate of infeasibility can be produced.3 Fourth, promising numerical72

results are obtained, with the algorithm of [28] as the base iteration, in com-73

parison with those obtained with popular schemes. Finally, application of the74

proposed framework to other base iterations is considered, and the case of a75

revised primal simplex iteration is briefly tested.76

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the framework is out-77

lined, and requirements to be satisfied by the base iteration and the penalty-78

parameter updating rule are introduced. Section 3 is devoted to the conver-79

gence analysis, under the assumption that the requirements specified in sec-80

tion 2 are satisfied. For sake of simplicity of exposition, sections 2 and 3 deal81

with purely inequality-constrained problems, i.e., p = 0. Extension to the gen-82

eral problem is dealt with in section 4. In section 5, issuance of an infeasibility83

certificate in cases when (P) is infeasible is investigated. Section 6 introduces84

a penalty-parameter updating rule that satisfies the required specifications,85

discusses implementation details, and reports numerical results with the base86

iteration from [28] on randomly generated problems and support-vector ma-87

chine training problems with comparison to popular optimization solvers. Ap-88

plication of the framework to other base iterations is considered in section 7.89

Concluding remarks are given in section 8.90

The notation is mostly standard. In particular, consistent with the interior-91

point literature, given a vector v, the associated diagonal matrix diag(vi)92

is denoted by the corresponding capital letter V . We use ‖·‖ to denote an93

arbitrary norm, possibly different in each instance that it is being used; of94

course, ‖·‖∞, ‖·‖1, and ‖·‖2 are specific. The matrix norms are the respective95

induced norms. The Matlab notation ([A B;C D], [u; v]) is used for block96

matrices and vector concatenation. Also, 1 designates the vector of all 1s, of97

appropriate dimension, and [u]+ clips to zero all negative entries of vector u.98

Before proceeding, we state here two assumptions on problem (P), which
will be in force throughout—with the exception of section 5, as duly noted
there. Recall (e.g., [33, Propositions 2.1–2.2], [7, Proposition 6.3.1]) that if
the dual of a CQP is feasible then the CQP is bounded, and that if the CQP
is feasible and bounded then its dual is feasible and its optimal solution set is
nonempty and bounded. The dual of (P) is given by

maximize
x∈Rn,π∈Rm,ω∈Rp

−1

2
xTHx+πTb+ωTd s.t. Hx+c−ATπ−CTω = 0, π ≥ 0.

3Earlier algorithms that include such features include, in the context of sequential quadratic
programming (in nonlinear optimization), that of [10].
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Assumption 1 (P) is strictly feasible and so is its dual, and (P)’s (nonempty)99

optimal solution set is bounded.4,5100

Assumption 2 C has full (row) rank and [H; A; C] has full (column) rank.101

2 A Framework for Accommodating Infeasible Starts102

2.1 General Idea103

Suppose a feasible-start base iteration is available toward solving (P) with
p = 0 and suppose moreover that applying such iteration repeatedly on (P)
produces a sequence of feasible iterates that enjoys certain additional proper-
ties (to be specified in section 2.3 below). It is suggested in [28], in the context
of a “constraint-reduced” primal-dual interior-point method that requires an
initial primal-feasible point, that an extension to handle problems for which
a primal-feasible initial point is not available can be constructed by involving
the following penalized relaxed primal–dual pair,6 for which a primal-feasible
point (x, z) is readily available:

minimize
x∈Rn, z∈Rm

f(x) + ϕ1T z s.t. Ax + z ≥ b, z ≥ 0 , (1)

maximize
x∈Rn,π∈Rm,ξ∈Rm

ψ(x,π) s.t. Hx + c−ATπ = 0 , (2)

π + ξ = ϕ1, (π, ξ) ≥ 0,

with ψ(x,π) := − 1
2xTHx+bTπ and ϕ > 0 a penalty parameter, equivalently,

minimize
x∈Rn+m

fϕ(x) :=
1

2
xTHx + cTϕx s.t. Ax ≥ b , (Pϕ)

maximize
(x,�)∈R(n+m)+2m

 (x, �) := −1

2
xTHx + bT � s.t. Hx + cϕ − AT � = 0, (Dϕ)

� ≥ 0 ,

where x := [x; z], � := [π; ξ], cϕ := [c;ϕ1], b := [b; 0],

H :=

[
H 0
0 0

]
, and A :=

[
A I
0 I

]
. (3)

Necessary and sufficient conditions for (x, z,π, ξ) to solve (Pϕ)–(Dϕ) are

Hx + c−ATπ = 0, π + ξ = ϕ1, Sπ = 0, Zξ = 0, (s, z,π, ξ) ≥ 0, (4)

4Only Proposition 1 invokes boundedness of the primal optimal solution set. It is not clear
at this point whether such assumption is necessary indeed. In any case, if it is, it of course
can be achieved by imposing large bounds to the components of x.

5Note that, while, for primal linear optimization problems in standard form, dual strict fea-
sibility implies boundedness of the primal optimal solution set (see, e.g., [42, Theorem 2.3]),
it does not for problem (P).

6An `∞ penalty function can be substituted for this `1 penalty function with minor adjust-
ments: see [22,23] for details.
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where s := Ax + z− b; equivalently,

Hx + cϕ − AT � = 0, S� = 0, (s, �) ≥ 0, (5)

where s := [s; z].104

The rationale for introducing the penalized relaxed problem (Pϕ) is as105

follows. The penalty function penalizes positive values of the components of106

z while the z ≥ 0 constraints in (1) prevent negative values. Hence, since the107

`1 penalty function is known to be exact, if the optimal solution set of (P) is108

nonempty (implying that the optimal solution set of (Pϕ) is nonempty for ϕ109

sufficiently large), for ϕ above a certain threshold, every solution of (Pϕ) will110

be of the form (x∗,0), with x∗ a solution of (P) (see Lemma 2 below). On the111

other hand, for given ϕ, (Pϕ) (with feasible initial (x, z)) can be tackled by112

repeated application of the base iteration. The idea is then to (i) apply the113

base iteration to (Pϕ), starting from a (readily available) feasible point (x, z),114

and (ii) augment the base iteration with a penalty-parameter updating rule115

to bring ϕ above such threshold. One such rule was proposed in [22,23] (again116

in the context of a specific constraint-reduced algorithm).117

Problem (Pϕ) enjoys the following properties to be invoked in the analysis.118

Lemma 1 Given ϕ > 0, (Pϕ) is strictly feasible. Further, for ϕ > 0 large119

enough, (Pϕ) is bounded, i.e., has a nonempty optimal solution set. Finally,120

for ϕ > 0, given any ρ > 0 and α ∈ R, the set S := {(x, z) ∈ Fα : ‖z‖≤ ρ} is121

bounded, where Fα := {x : z ≥ 0,Ax + z ≥ b, fϕ(x) ≤ α}.122

Proof First, trivially, given any x, there exists z with large enough components123

that (x, z) is strictly feasible. Next, boundedness of (Pϕ) for ϕ large enough124

follows from feasibility of (Pϕ) and feasibility of (Dϕ) for ϕ large enough,125

where the latter follows from Assumption 1, since the only difference between126

the dual of (P) and (Dϕ) is the constraint π + ξ = ϕ1, with ξ ≥ 0, in the127

latter. As for the third claim, proceeding by contradiction, suppose that S128

is unbounded. Then S must contain a nontrivial recession (translated) cone,129

i.e., (since z is “bounded in S”,) there exists a (ϕ-dependent) direction v 6= 0130

such that Hv = 0, cTv ≤ 0, and Av ≥ 0. If cTv = 0, this contradicts131

boundedness of the optimal solution set of (P) (Assumption 1). On the other132

hand, if cTv < 0, this contradicts the assumption that the optimal solution133

set of (P) is nonempty (again, Assumption 1).134

2.2 Proposed Meta-Algorithm135

To solve (P) from a potentially infeasible starting point x0 using some given136

feasible-start CQP solver, we propose an infeasible-start meta-algorithm (Meta-137

Algorithm IS) that repeatedly applies the base iteration—a single iteration138

taken from the given feasible-start CQP solver—to the penalized relaxed prob-139

lem (Pϕ), starting from (x0, z0) with z0 selected such that (x0, z0) is feasible140

to (Pϕ), while monitoring ϕ. Specifically, to guarantee convergence of the it-141

erates to the solution set of original problem (P), Meta-Algorithm IS runs142
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a penalty-parameter updating rule, which increases the penalty parameter ϕ143

if deemed necessary. A pseudocode for Meta-Algorithm IS is given in Pseu-144

docode 1, specialized to the case where the base iteration is taken from a145

primal–dual type solver which generates a sequence of dual iterates {�k} in146

addition to {xk}. When a purely primal base iteration is used, �k ≥ 0 is to be147

specifically constructed based on xk. For an instance of this, see Pseudocode 4148

in section 7.2.149

Pseudocode 1: Meta-Algorithm IS

1 Initialization: ϕ0 > 0; x0 := [x0; z0] feasible to (Pϕ0
); �0 ≥ 0;

2 for iteration k = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
3 if user-provided stopping criterion is satisfied then
4 stop

5 ϕk+1 ← penalty_parameter_update(ϕk, xk, �k);
/* penalty_parameter_update() updates the penalty

parameter ϕk to ϕk+1(≥ ϕk) based on the current

penalty parameter value ϕk, the primal iterate

xk = [xk; zk], and the dual iterate �k. */

6 (xBI, �BI)← (xk, �k);
7 repeat
8 (xBI, �BI)← base_iteration(ϕk+1, xBI, �BI);

9 until fϕk+1
(xBI) ≤ fϕk+1

(xk);

10 xk+1 ← xBI, �k+1 ← �BI;
/* base_iteration() is applied repeatedly to update the

primal-dual iterate (xBI, �BI) for (Pϕk+1
)-(Dϕk+1

),
starting from (xk, �k), until a (non-strictly) lower

primal objective function value is achieved. The

resulting (xBI, �BI) is then accepted as the next

iterate for Meta-Algorithm IS. */

The input and output of base_iteration() can be augmented with other variables if needed.

150

Remark 1 Regardless of whether or not the base iteration decreases the ob-151

jective function monotonicially, the sequence “seen” by the penalty-parameter152

update does enjoy such property, i.e., upon entry into the penalty-parameter153

update, f(xk) + ϕkz
k ≤ f(xk−1) + ϕkz

k−1 for all k ≥ 1. Such monotone de-154

crease is key to Lemma 4 below, on which the convergence analysis relies.155

Up until this point, we have not discussed the details of any specific base iter-156

ation (base_iteration()), neither have we introduced any specific penalty-157

parameter updating rule (penalty_parameter_update()). Indeed, our goal158

is to propose an infeasible-start framework that works for any base iteration159

and penalty-parameter updating rule that satisfy certain rather general re-160

quirements. In the remainder of section 2, we introduce requirements to be161

imposed on the base iteration (section 2.3) and on the penalty-parameter up-162

dating rule (section 2.5), and give one example base iteration that satisfies the163
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former (section 2.4); other such examples are briefly discussed in section 7.164

An example penalty-parameter updating rule is given in section 6.1, where165

the rule is proved to satisfy the requirements in a more general setting, with166

equality constraints included. In section 3, we prove that, when both sets of167

requirements are satisfied, the penalty parameter ϕk is eventually constant,168

and the primal iteration xk converges to the optimal solution set of (P).169

2.3 Requirements for the Base Iteration170

When the base iteration is applied repeatedly toward solving a CQP

minimize
x∈Rn

f(x) :=
1

2
xTHx+ cTx s.t. Ax ≥ b, (6)

(with any stopping criterion turned off,) it must construct a primal sequence171

{x`} which, together with some “dual” sequence {λ`} (constructed by the base172

iteration), with λ` ≥ 0 for all `, satisfies the following requirements of (i) fea-173

sibility, (ii) eventual descent (Req. BI2 guarantees that K̂ := {` > 0 : f(x`) ≤174

f(x`
′
), ∀`′ < `} is an infinite index set), and (iii)—when the descending pri-175

mal subsequence {x`}`∈K̂ is bounded—convergence to the optimal solution set.176

(Note that the latter requires asymptotically exact dual variable estimates.)177

Req. BI1 Given x` primal feasible (i.e., Ax` ≥ b), the base iteration produces178

x`+1 primal feasible.7179

Req. BI2 Given `0 > 0, there exists ` > `0 such that f(x`) ≤ f(x`0).180

Req. BI3 Either {x`}`∈K̂ is unbounded or

max{‖S`λ`‖, ‖Hx` + c−ATλ`‖} → 0 on K̂

(or both), where S` := diag(Ax` − b).181

Remark 2 When boundedness of {x`} is otherwise guaranteed, Req. BI2 is182

redundant: it is implied by Reqs. BI1 and BI3.183

2.4 Example: An Infeasible-Start CR-MPC Algorithm184

In [28], a constraint-reduced interior-point algorithm dubbed CR-MPC8 is185

proposed to tackle CQPs for which a strictly primal-feasible initial point x186

is available and no equality constraints are present. For ease of reference, a187

brief introduction to Algorithm CR-MPC is included in Appendix A, with188

pseudocode that describes its main steps. Since CR-MPC is a strictly feasi-189

ble primal–dual algorithm, Meta-Algorithm IS needs to be initialized with x0190

7Iterations that require a strictly primal-feasible x` are automatically catered to, subject
to providing a strictly feasible initial (x, z) in the Initialization step of Meta-Algorithm IS.
Due to the relaxation, such strictly feasible points for (Pϕ) are readily available.

8A constraint-reduced version of Mehrotra’s Predictor Corrector.
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strictly feasible to (Pϕ0) and �0 > 0. CR-MPC does produce an appropriate191

� sequence; specifically, the output �BI in line 8 of Meta-Algorithm IS is as-192

signed the value [�̃+]+, where �̃+ is as generated in Step 5 of iteration CR-MPC193

(Pseudocode 5). Here we show that under Assumption 1, iteration CR-MPC194

satisfies the Reqs BI in section 2.3.195

Because iteration CR-MPC is a primal-strictly-feasible iteration with mono-196

tone decrease of the objective function, Reqs. BI1 and BI2 are trivially satis-197

fied. As for Req. BI3, it follows from parts (i) and (iv) of Theorem 1 of [28] that198

it is also satisfied by CR-MPC, provided that the Assumptions 1 and 2 of [28]199

are met by (Pϕ). Assumption 1 of [28] requires that (Pϕ) be strictly feasible,200

be bounded, and have a bounded optimal solution set. The first property is201

established by Lemma 1 above, under Assumption 1 of the present paper. The202

second and third ones are invoked only in Lemma 5 of [28] (see the sentence203

immediately preceding that lemma) in proving boundedness of the primal se-204

quence. Since unboundedness makes Req. BI3 satisfied, the second and third205

properties in Assumption 1 of [28] are not needed here. As for Assumption 2206

of [28] (linear independence of the gradients of active constraints at stationary207

points), when applied to (Pϕ), it amounts to requiring linear independence,208

for all x ∈ Rn, of {ai : aTi x ≤ bi}. Accordingly, in order to cover Assumption 2209

of [28], we append here a third assumption to our list; it is in force in the210

present subsection only.211

Assumption 3 9 For all x ∈ Rn, {ai: aTi x ≤ bi} is a linearly independent set.212

213

(Since iteration CR-MPC enforces descent of the objective function, base_iteration()214

in line 8 of Meta-Algorithm IS is called exactly once per iteration k.)215

2.5 Requirements for the Penalty-parameter Update216

The penalty-parameter update has a dual purpose. First, see to it that ϕk217

(rapidly) achieves a value sufficient for (Pϕk
) to have a nonempty optimal218

solution set. Second, further see to it that such value is further increased till219

solutions to (Pϕk
) are solutions to the original problem, and eventually remain220

constant. Existence of a threshold insuring the latter is indeed guaranteed by221

the “exact” character of the penalty function in (Pϕk
).222

In view of Lemma 2 below, the first three requirements below are natural.223

Req. PU1 {ϕk} is a positive, nondecreasing scalar sequence that either is224

eventually constant or grows without bound.225

Req. PU2 If {zk} is unbounded, then ϕk →∞.226

Req. PU3 If ϕk is eventually constant and equal to ϕ̂, and max{‖Sk�k‖, ‖Hxk+227

cϕk
− AT �k‖, |(Hxk + c−ATπk)Txk|} → 0, then ϕ̂ > lim inf‖πk‖∞.228

9While the authors of [28] (who are also the authors of the present paper) were not able to
do away with such linear-independence assumption in proving that Theorem 1 in [28] holds,
intuition and extensive numerical testing suggest that Assumption 3 can be dropped.
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While the above requirements allow for ϕk to be increased freely, the last one,229

stated next, insures that, when the stated assumptions are satisfied, ϕk will230

eventually remain constant indeed. This is achieved by preventing situations231

where ϕk is increased prematurely, based only on Req. PU3, with each in-232

crease of ϕk possibly triggering an initial increase of ‖πk‖∞, in turn triggering233

a further increase of ϕk, resulting in a runaway phenomenon. To this effect,234

it is important to give a “chance” to the base iteration to recover from the235

disruption caused by an increase of ϕk, so ‖πk‖∞ can settle to a reasonably236

low value; i.e., not to rush to increase it merely because it is again less than237

‖πk‖∞. Accordingly (since, for constant ϕ, Req. BI3 implies convergence to238

a solution of (Pϕ)), the requirement below allows ϕk to “track” ‖πk‖∞ only239

if the iteration does not diverge away from optimality, as indicated by grow-240

ing duality measure or growing dual infeasibility. Indeed, as it turns out, in241

addition to ϕk not being already much larger than ‖πk‖∞, boundedness of242

distance to optimality, together with boundedness of a certain inner product243

with xk, is sufficient.244

Req. PU4 If {zk} is bounded but ϕk →∞, then there exists an infinite index
set K such that the following quantities are bounded on K:

Sk�k (i.e., Skπk and Zkξk); (7a)

Hxk + cϕk
− AT �k (i.e., Hxk + c−ATπk and πk + ξk − ϕk1); (7b)

(Hxk + c−ATπk)Txk; (7c)

ϕk/max{1, ‖πk‖} . (7d)

Here πk designates the subvector of �k associated to the first m constraints245

in (1) (see line before (3)). An instance of a penalty-parameter updating rule246

that satisfies a more general version (where equality constraints are allowed)247

of the Reqs. PU is given in section 6.1, Pseudocode 2. If desired, other penalty-248

parameter updating rules that satisfy Reqs. PU can be constructed by follow-249

ing the approach in Pseudocode 2. In particular, Req. PU4 can be enforced250

by using logics similar to lines 5-7 in Pseudocode 2.251

3 Convergence Analysis for the Framework252

Like the previous section, this section focuses exclusively on the case of prob-
lems without equality constraints, i.e., p = 0. The general case is dealt with in
section 4. The analysis in this section is strongly inspired from that in [22] (and
indirectly that in [23]), in particular Lemmas 3.2 to 3.4 of [22], streamlined
and generalized here by allowing for the classes of base iterations and penalty-
parameter updating rules specified in the previous section, rather than being
tailored to a specific base iteration and penalty-parameter updating rule. It
invokes the dual of (P), which, when p = 0, reads

maximize
x∈Rn,π∈Rm

ψ(x,π) := −1

2
xTHx+πTb s.t. Hx+c−ATπ = 0, π ≥ 0 . (D)
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Of course, a key for the penalty-parameter updating approach to succeed253

is that ϕ be (eventually) large enough, which is ascertained next.254

Lemma 2 Suppose (x∗, z∗,π∗, ξ∗) solves (Pϕ)–(Dϕ) for some ϕ > ‖π∗‖∞.255

Then z∗ = 0 and (x∗,π∗) solves (P)–(D).256

Proof Since ϕ > ‖π∗‖∞, feasibility for (Dϕ) implies that ξ∗ = ϕ1 − π∗ > 0.257

Complementary slackness (Z∗ξ∗ = 0) then implies that z∗ = 0. Therefore258

(x∗,π∗) is feasible, thus optimal, for (P)–(D).259

Proposition 1 Suppose ϕk is eventually constant. Let ϕ̂ := limk→∞ ϕk. Then260

(i) the optimal solution set of (Pϕ̂) is nonempty and bounded, and (ii) as261

k →∞, zk → 0 and xk converges to the optimal solution set of (P).262

Proof Since ϕk is eventually constant, Req. PU2 implies that {zk} is bounded.263

From the third claim in Lemma 1 and the facts that (i) {zk} is bounded, (ii)264

{(xk, zk)} is feasible for (Pϕ̂) (Req. BI1), and (iii) f(xk)+ϕ̂1T zk monotonically265

decreases (Req. BI2, Remark 1), it follows that {xk} is bounded. Req. BI3266

then gives that max{‖Sk�k‖, ‖Hxk + cϕk
−AT �k‖} → 0, which implies that xk267

converges to the optimal solution set of (Pϕ̂), and hence that (Pϕ̂) is bounded.268

Next, from boundedness of {xk}, we have (again invoking Req. BI3) |(Hxk +269

c−ATπk)Txk|→ 0. Req. PU3 then leads to ϕ̂ > ‖πk‖∞ for k large enough. It270

follows from Lemma 2 and Assumption 1 that the optimal solution set of (Pϕ̂)271

is bounded. Finally, from Lemma 2, z∗ = 0 and (xk,πk) converges to the set of272

primal–dual solutions to (P)–(D). Also, because the key properties of (P) (as273

listed in Assumption 1) are shared by (Pϕ̂), all specific additional convergence274

properties of the base iteration are preserved.275

Towards proving that ϕk is eventually constant indeed, the next two lem-
mas show that the sequence of relaxation variables {zk} is bounded. The first
one gives an upper bound on the magnitude of z when (x, z) is feasible for (Pϕ)
and ϕ is large enough. For use in the proofs here and in section 4, recall that,
because H � 0,

x̂THx̂ + xTHx− 2(x̂THx) = (x̂− x)TH(x̂− x) ≥ 0 . (8)

Lemma 3 Let (x̂, π̂) be feasible for (D) and (x, z) be feasible for (Pϕ), and
let ϕ > ‖π̂‖∞. Then

‖z‖∞≤
f(x) + ϕ1T z−ψ(x̂, π̂)

ϕ− ‖π̂‖∞
. (9)

Proof Feasibility of (x, z) for (Pϕ) implies that Ax + z ≥ b, and thus π̂ ≥ 0

(feasible for (D)) implies π̂TAx+π̂T z ≥ bT π̂. Since feasibility of (x̂, π̂) for (D)
implies Hx̂ + c = AT π̂, it follows that

−π̂T z ≤ (Hx̂ + c)Tx− bT π̂ ≤ f(x)−ψ(x̂, π̂) , (10)
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where we have used (8). Since ϕ > ‖π̂‖∞, ξ̂ := ϕ1− π̂ > 0. Adding ϕ1T z to

both sides of (10) then yields ξ̂
T
z ≤ f(x)+ϕ1T z−ψ(x̂, π̂). Then, since z ≥ 0

(feasible for (Pϕ)), we have ξ̂izi ≤ ξ̂
T
z ≤ f(x) + ϕ1T z−ψ(x̂, π̂), yielding

zi ≤
f(x) + ϕ1T z−ψ(x̂, π̂)

ξ̂i
≤ f(x) + ϕ1T z−ψ(x̂, π̂)

ϕ− ‖π̂‖∞
, i = 1, . . . ,m. (11)

Since z ≥ 0, the claim follows.276

Boundedness of {zk} can now be proved.277

Lemma 4 Sequence {zk} is bounded.278

Proof Proceeding by contradiction, suppose {zk} is unbounded, so that, from
Req. PU2, ϕk → ∞ as k → ∞. Then, given any (D)–feasible (x̂, π̂), there
exists k1 such that ϕk > ‖π̂‖∞ for all k ≥ k1 and in view of Lemma 3,

‖zk−1‖∞≤ νk :=
f(xk−1) + ϕk1

T zk−1 −ψ(x̂, π̂)

ϕk − ‖π̂‖∞
, k ≥ k1. (12)

To conclude, we show that {νk} is bounded, specifically, that νk+1 ≤ νk for all
k ≥ k1, contradicting unboundedness of {zk}. Since (see Remark 1) f(xk) +
ϕk1

T zk ≤ f(xk−1) + ϕk1
T zk−1 for all k ≥ 1, it suffices to show that, for all

k ≥ k1,

(νk+1 =)
f(xk) + ϕk+11

T zk −ψ(x̂, π̂)

ϕk+1 − ‖π̂‖∞
≤ f(xk) + ϕk1

T zk −ψ(x̂, π̂)

ϕk − ‖π̂‖∞
. (13)

To that effect, we show that, for all k, the function gk(ϕ) :=
f(xk)+ϕ1T zk−ψ(x̂,π̂)

ϕ−‖π̂‖∞
has a nonpositive derivative when ϕ > ‖π̂‖∞. Indeed,

g′k(ϕ) = − f(xk) + ‖π̂‖∞1T zk −ψ(x̂, π̂)

(ϕ− ‖π̂‖∞)2
(14)

and

f(xk) + ‖π̂‖∞1T zk −ψ(x̂, π̂) =
1

2
x̂THx̂− bT π̂ + f(xk) + ‖π̂‖∞1T zk

≥ −π̂T zk + ‖π̂‖∞1T zk ≥ 0 ,
(15)

where we have used the facts that, given any (Pϕ)–feasible (x, z) (and since
(x̂, π̂) is (D)–feasible), recalling (8),

f(x) +
1

2
x̂THx̂ ≥ f(x)− 1

2
xTHx + x̂THx = (c + Hx̂)Tx = π̂TAx , (16)

and that, since π̂ ≥ 0 and Ax + z ≥ b,

π̂TAx− π̂Tb = −π̂T (b−Ax) ≥ −π̂T z . (17)

Since ϕk+1 ≥ ϕk (Req. PU1), the proof is complete.279
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It remains to show that, under Req. PU4, ϕk is eventually constant, so280

Proposition 1 applies. This is done in the next two lemmas and Theorem 1.281

Lemma 5 Suppose ϕk → ∞ as k → ∞. Then there exists an infinite index282

set K that satisfies the properties listed in Req. PU4. Further, given any such283

K, (i) zk → 0 on K and (ii) {xk} is bounded on K.284

Proof Since ϕk → ∞ as k → ∞, boundedness of {zk} (Lemma 4) and
Req. PU4 guarantee existence of an infinite index set K such that (7a)–(7c)
are bounded on K. Let (x̂, π̂) be (P)–(D)–feasible so that (i) ŝ := Ax̂−b ≥ 0
and since Axk + zk − b = sk for all k,

A(x̂− xk)− zk − (ŝ− sk) = 0 ∀k, (18)

and (ii) AT π̂ = Hx̂+c and π̂ ≥ 0. Next, (7b)–(7c) imply that (x̂−xk)T (Hxk+
c−ATπk) is bounded for k ∈ K, and adding (x̂− xk)T (AT π̂ −Hx̂− c) = 0
to it yields that

(x̂− xk)TAT (π̂ − πk)− (x̂− xk)TH(x̂− xk) is bounded for k ∈ K. (19)

Now we first show that, for some C,

(x̂− xk)TH(x̂− xk) + π̂T sk + (ϕk1− π̂)T zk ≤ C ∀k ∈ K . (20)

From (18)–(19), we have, for some {βk} bounded on K,

(x̂−xk)TH(x̂−xk) = (x̂−xk)TAT (π̂−πk)+βk = (ŝ−sk+zk)T (π̂−πk)+βk .
(21)

Reorganizing and adding ϕk(zk)T1 to both sides yields, for k ∈ K,

(x̂− xk)TH(x̂− xk) + (sk)T π̂ + (zk)T (ϕk1− π̂)

= ŝT π̂ − (ŝ− sk + zk)Tπk + ϕk(zk)T1 + βk

= ŝT π̂ − ŝTπk + (sk)Tπk + (zk)T (ϕk1− πk) + βk.

(22)

Here the second term is nonpositive, and Req. PU4 (7a)–(7b) implies that the285

third and fourth terms are bounded on K. Thus, the boundedness of {βk} on286

K yields (20). Next, note that each of the three terms on the left-hand side287

of (20) is bounded from below, so that all three are bounded on K. Indeed, the288

first and second terms are nonnegative since H � 0, π̂ ≥ 0, and sk ≥ 0; and289

the third term is nonnegative for k large enough since zk ≥ 0 and ϕk → ∞.290

Since ϕk → ∞, claim (i) follows from boundedness of the third term in the291

left-hand side of (20).292

With (20) in hand, invoking strict dual feasibility (Assumption 1), assume293

without loss of generality that π̂ > 0. Then boundedness on K of the second294

term in (20) implies boundedness of {sk} on K. From boundedness on K295

of {zk} and {sk} and the definition of sk, it follows that {Axk} is bounded296

on K. Also, since H = HT � 0, boundedness on K of the first term in (20)297

implies boundedness of Hxk, again on K. Finally, boundedness on K of {Axk}298

and {Hxk} together with the full-rank assumption on [H; A] (Assumption 2)299

proves claim (ii).300
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Lemma 6 Suppose ϕk → ∞ as k → ∞ and let K be as in Lemma 5, so
that zk → z∗ = 0 on K, {xk} is bounded on K, and K has the properties
guaranteed by Req. PU4. Then, given any limit point x∗ of {xk} on K, there
exists a nonzero π∗ ≥ 0, such that

ATπ∗ = 0, S∗π∗ = 0, (23)

where s∗ := Ax∗ + z∗ − b = Ax∗ − b.301

Proof First, we have from Req. PU4 (7b) that ϕk1− (πk + ξk) is bounded on

K. Letting πk := 1
ϕk
πk and ξ

k
:= 1

ϕk
ξk, we conclude that πk + ξ

k → 1 on

K and in view of Req. PU4 (7d), πk is bounded away from 0 on K. Further,
since (see Meta-Algorithm IS in Pseudocode 1) (πk, ξk) = �k has nonnegative

components, πk and ξ
k

are bounded on K, hence have limit points on K, and
every limit point π∗ of πk on K satisfies π∗ ≥ 0 and π∗ 6= 0. Finally, since
z∗ = 0 and {xk} is bounded on K (Lemma 5 (ii)), boundedness of (7a)–(7b)
in Req. PU4 yields, by dividing through by ϕk,

ATπ∗ = 0, S∗π∗ = 0 . (24)

Theorem 1 (i) ϕk is eventually constant and (ii) as k →∞, zk → 0 and xk302

converges to the optimal solution set of (P).303

Proof To prove claim (i), proceeding by contradiction, suppose that ϕk →∞
and let K be as in Lemma 5. Then in view of Lemma 5, zk → z∗ := 0 on
K and {xk} is bounded on K. Let x∗ be a limit points of {xk} on K. From
Lemma 6, there exists π∗ 6= 0, with π∗ ≥ 0, such that

ATπ∗ = 0 and S∗π∗ = 0, (25)

i.e., π∗i = 0 for all i such that s∗i > 0, where s∗ := Ax∗ − b. Next, let Aact be
the submatrix of A associated with active constraints at x∗ (i.e., the rows of
Aact are all those rows of A with index i such that s∗i = 0); and let π∗act be
the corresponding subvector of π∗. Then Aactx

∗ = bact and (25) imply that

AT
actπ

∗
act = 0. (26)

Now, invoking Assumption 1, let x̂ be strictly feasible for (P), i.e., Ax̂ >304

b, in particular, Aactx̂ > bact. With v := x̂ − x∗, by subtraction, we get305

Aactv > 0. Left-multiplying both sides of (26) by vT yields (Aactv)Tπ∗act = 0,306

a contradiction since (25) together with π∗ 6= 0 and π∗ ≥ 0 implies that307

π∗act 6= 0 and π∗act ≥ 0. This proves the first claim. The second claim follows308

from Proposition 1.309

Remark 3 Furthermore, since ϕk is eventually constant, possible additional310

convergence properties (beyond Req. BI3) of the specific base iteration under311

consideration (with a feasible initial point), such as rate of convergence, are312

preserved with a primal-infeasible initial point. If the number of times the313

penalty parameter is increased is polynomial in the number of variables, then314

possible polynomial complexity of the base algorithm will be preserved as well.315

Investigating when this is the case is beyond the scope of the present paper.316
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4 Problems with Equality Constraints317

One standard approach for handling linear equality constraints within an318

inequality-constrained optimization framework is, after constructing an initial319

point that satisfies the equality constraints, to simply carry out the inequality-320

constrained optimization on the affine space defined by the equality con-321

straints, rather than on Rn. Search directions based on the inequality con-322

straints are thus projected on that subspace. A drawback of such approach323

is that possible sparsity of the original inequality-constraint matrix is not324

inherited by the projected inequality-constraint matrix, especially when the325

equality-constraint matrix is dense. Further, unless special care is taken, the326

initial equality-feasible point may be far removed from the region of interest,327

as its construction does not take the objective function into account. An alter-328

native approach, proposed in [30] in a nonlinear-programming (NLP) context,329

deals with one side of the (possibly nonlinear) equality constraints (e.g., the330

side that is satisfied by the initial point) as an inequality constraint, and uses331

an exact (and smooth) `1 penalty function to drive the iterates to feasibility.332

A refined version of this approach was later used in [39] in an interior-point333

NLP context.334

Inspired by the latter, we now formulate each scalar (linear) equality as
two inequality constraints, i.e, we equivalently express (P) as

minimize
x∈Rn

f(x) :=
1

2
xTHx + cTx s.t. Ax ≥ b, Cx ≥ d, −Cx ≥ −d, (P̃)

which, as we will demonstrate, can be handled within the same infeasible-start
framework. The dual of (P̃) is given by

maximize
x,π,η,ζ

ψ(x,π,η, ζ) s.t. Hx+c−ATπ−CT (η−ζ) = 0, (π,η, ζ) ≥ 0, (D̃)

where x ∈ Rn, π ∈ Rm , η ∈ Rp, ζ ∈ Rp, and

ψ(x,π,η, ζ) := −1

2
xTHx + πTb + (η − ζ)Td . (27)

The corresponding augmented problem is

minimize
x,z,y

f(x) + ϕ1T [z; y] s.t. Ax + z ≥ b, z ≥ 0, (P̃ϕ)

Cx + y ≥ d, Cx− y ≤ d

maximize
x,π,ξ,η,ζ

ψ(x,π,η, ζ) s.t. Hx + c−ATπ −CT (η − ζ) = 0, (D̃ϕ)

π + ξ = ϕ1,η + ζ = ϕ1, (π, ξ,η, ζ) ≥ 0

with x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rp, π ∈ Rm, ξ ∈ Rm η ∈ Rp, ζ ∈ Rp. We will also
make use of the slack variables

tk+ := Cxk + yk − d ≥ 0, tk− := −Cxk + yk + d ≥ 0; (28)

note that tk+ + tk− = 2yk.335
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Remark 4 Note the dissymmetry between the way original inequalities are336

augmented and the way inequalities issued from equalities are augmented in337

(P̃ϕ): unlike z ≥ 0, y ≥ 0 is not included. While including y ≥ 0 (which is338

implied by Cx + y ≥ d and Cx − y ≤ d) would have simplified (by exploit-339

ing the symmetry) the expression of requirements for the penalty-parameter340

update as well as the ensuing analysis, the three sets of constraints involving341

y would then form a structurally linearly dependent set (the difference of the342

first two is twice the third one), and because all three are active when y = 0343

(which is the case at the solution when ϕ is large enough) this may rule out344

some possible base iterations (such as, in theory, CR-MPC).345

Substituting [A; C;−C] for A, (z,y) for z and (π,η− ζ) for π, we obtain346

the following revised list of requirements for the penalty-parameter update.347

Req. PU1′ {ϕk} is a positive, nondecreasing scalar sequence that either is348

eventually constant or grows without bound.349

Req. PU2′ If {(zk,yk)} is unbounded, then ϕk →∞.350

Req. PU3′ If ϕk is eventually constant and equal to ϕ̂, and ‖Gk1‖, ‖Gk2‖, and
|Gk3 | tend to zero, where

Gk1 := (Skπk, Zkξk, Tk
+η

k, Tk
−ζ

k), (29a)

Gk2 := (Hxk + c−ATπk −CT (ηk − ζk),πk + ξk − ϕk1,ηk + ζk − ϕk1),
(29b)

Gk3 := (Hxk + c−ATπk −CT (ηk − ζk))
T
xk, (29c)

then ϕ̂ > lim inf‖[πk;ηk − ζk]‖∞.351

Req. PU4′ If ϕk →∞ and {(zk,yk)} is bounded, then there exists an infinite352

index set K such that Gk1 , Gk2 , Gk3 , and ϕk/max{1, ‖[πk;ηk − ζk]‖} are bounded353

on K.354

With Reqs. PU1′ to PU4′ substituted for Reqs. PU1 to PU4, and Meta-355

Algorithm IS in Pseudocode 1 extended in the obvious way to account for the356

additional variable yk, with some adjustments, the convergence analysis in357

section 3 extends to cases when equality constraints are present, as we show358

next. The following (readily proved) extended version of Lemma 1 will be used.359

Lemma 7 Given ϕ > 0, (P̃ϕ) is strictly feasible. Further, for ϕ > 0 large360

enough, (P̃ϕ) is bounded, i.e., has a nonempty optimal solution set. Finally, for361

ϕ > 0, given any ρ > 0 and α ∈ R, the set S := {(x, z,y) ∈ Fα : ‖[z; y]‖≤ ρ}362

is bounded, where Fα := {(x, z,y) : z ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, Ax + z ≥ b, Cx + y ≥363

d, −Cx + y ≥ −d, f(x) + ϕ1T [z; y] ≤ α}.364

Next (Lemma 8 and Proposition 2), just like in the special context of365

section 3 (see Lemma 2 and Proposition 1), if ϕk is eventually constant, con-366

vergence to the optimal solution set occurs.367
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Lemma 8 Suppose (x∗, z∗,y∗,π∗, ξ∗,η∗, ζ∗) solves (P̃ϕ)–(D̃ϕ) for some368

ϕ > ‖[π∗;η∗ − ζ∗]‖∞. Then (z∗,y∗) = (0,0) and (x∗,π∗,η∗, ζ∗) is an optimal369

solution to (P̃)–(D̃).370

Proof First, z∗ = 0 follows as in the proof of Lemma 2. Next, ϕ > ‖η∗−ζ∗‖∞371

implies that ϕ1 > η∗ − ζ∗, and since η∗, ζ∗ ≥ 0, ϕ1 > η∗; similarly, ϕ1 > ζ∗.372

Since feasibility for Eq. (D̃ϕ) implies η∗ + ζ∗ = ϕ1, it follows that η∗, ζ∗ > 0.373

Complementary slackness then implies that Cx∗−d + y∗ = 0 and Cx∗−d−374

y∗ = 0, hence that y∗ = 0. Therefore, (x∗,π∗,η∗, ζ∗) is feasible, thus optimal,375

for (P̃)–(D̃).376

Proposition 2 Suppose ϕk is eventually constant. Then, [zk; yk]→ 0 as k →377

∞ and xk converges to the optimal solution set of (P̃).378

Proof The proof is identical to that of Proposition 1, subject to replacing379

throughout zk with [zk; yk; yk], xk with (xk, zk,yk), and �k with (πk, ξk,ηk, ζk)380

and invoking Reqs. PU2′ and PU3′ instead of PU2 and PU3, Lemma 8 instead381

of Lemma 2, and Lemma 7 instead of Lemma 1.382

Similar to Lemma 3, the next lemma provides an upper bound on the mag-383

nitude of relaxation variables z and y when (x, z,y) is feasible for (P̃ϕ) and ϕ384

is large enough. This bound is then used in Lemma 10 to show boundedness385

of {(zk,yk)}. Note that, in contrast with Lemma 3, Lemma 9 assumes a lower386

bound on the penalty parameter ϕ that is more restrictive than the one in387

Lemma 8. This however does not interfere with the analysis, since Lemma 9388

is only invoked in the proof of Lemma 10, in which ϕ is assumed (in a contra-389

diction argument) to be unbounded.390

Lemma 9 Let (x̂, π̂, η̂, ζ̂) be feasible for (D̃) and (x, z,y) be feasible for (P̃ϕ),

and let ϕ > ‖[π̂; 2η̂; 2ζ̂]‖∞. Then

‖[z; y]‖∞≤
f(x) + ϕ1T [z; y]−ψ(x̂, π̂, η̂, ζ̂)

1
2 (ϕ− ‖[π̂; 2η̂; 2ζ̂]‖∞)

. (30)

Proof Feasibility of (x, z,y) for (P̃ϕ) implies that Ax + z ≥ b, Cx + y ≥ d,

and −Cx + y ≥ −d so that, since π̂ ≥ 0, η̂ ≥ 0, and ζ̂ ≥ 0 (feasible for (D̃)),

π̂TAx+π̂T z ≥ bT π̂, η̂TCx+η̂Ty ≥ η̂Td, −ζ̂
T
Cx+ζ̂

T
y ≥ −ζ̂

T
d. (31)

Since feasibility of (x̂, π̂, η̂, ζ̂) for (D̃) implies Hx̂ + c = AT π̂ + CT (η̂ − ζ̂), it
follows that

−π̂T z−(η̂+ζ̂)Ty ≤ (Hx̂+c)Tx−bT π̂−(η̂−ζ̂)Td ≤ f(x)−ψ(x̂, π̂, η̂, ζ̂), (32)

where we again used (8). Since ϕ > ‖[π̂; 2η̂; 2ζ̂]‖∞, we have ξ̂ := ϕ1− π̂ > 0,

α̂1 := 1
2ϕ1 − η̂ > 0, and α̂2 := 1

2ϕ1 − ζ̂ > 0. Adding ϕ(1T z + 1Ty) to both
sides of (32) then yields

[ξ̂; α̂1; α̂2]T [z; y; y] ≤ f(x) + ϕ1T [z; y]−ψ(x̂, π̂, η̂, ζ̂). (33)
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Then, since (z,y) ≥ 0 (feasible for (P̃ϕ))

[ξ̂; α̂1; α̂2]i[z; y; y]i ≤ [ξ̂; α̂1; α̂2]T [z; y; y] ≤ f(x) + ϕ1T [z; y]−ψ(x̂, π̂, η̂, ζ̂),
(34)

yielding, for i = 1, . . . ,m+ 2p,

[z; y; y]i ≤
f(x) + ϕ1T [z; y]−ψ(x̂, π̂, η̂, ζ̂)

[ξ̂; α̂1; α̂2]i
≤ f(x) + ϕ1T [z; y]−ψ(x̂, π̂, η̂, ζ̂)

1
2 (ϕ− ‖[π̂; 2η̂; 2ζ̂]‖∞)

,

(35)
where the last inequality can be verified by noting (i) that (α̂1)j ≥ 1

2ϕ−‖η̂‖∞391

and (α̂2)j ≥ 1
2ϕ−‖ζ̂‖∞, (ii) that since ϕ−‖π̂‖∞> 0, ξ̂j ≥ ϕ−‖π̂‖∞> 1

2 (ϕ−392

‖π̂‖∞), and (iii) that this implies that [ξ̂; α̂1; α̂2]i ≥ min{ 12 (ϕ− ‖π̂‖∞), 12ϕ−393

‖η̂‖∞, 12ϕ− ‖ζ̂‖∞}. Since (z,y) ≥ 0, the claim follows.394

Lemma 10 Sequence {(zk,yk)} is bounded.395

Proof The proof is identical to that of Lemma 4 (invoking Lemma 9 instead396

of Lemma 3), subject to replacing throughout zk with (zk,yk), ψ(x̂, π̂) with397

ψ(x̂, π̂, η̂, ζ̂), and ‖π̂‖∞ with ‖[π̂; 2η̂; 2ζ̂]‖∞.398

Still following section 3, it remains to show that, under Req. PU4′, ϕk is399

eventually constant, so Proposition 2 applies. This is done in the next two400

lemmas and Theorem 2.401

Lemma 11 Suppose ϕk →∞ as k →∞. Then there exists an infinite index402

set K such that (i) (zk,yk)→ 0 on K and (ii) {xk} is bounded on K.403

Proof The proof of Lemma 5 is adapted as follows, with Req. PU4′ now being
invoked instead of Req. PU4. Let (x̂, π̂, η̂, ζ̂) be (P̃)–(D̃)–feasible, ŝ := Ax̂ −
b(≥ 0), and t̂+ := t̂− := 0. Then (18) becomes a set of three equations:

A(x̂− xk)− zk − (ŝ− sk) = 0 ∀k (36a)

C(x̂− xk)− yk − (t̂+ − tk+) = 0 ∀k (36b)

−C(x̂− xk)− yk − (t̂− − tk−) = 0 ∀k . (36c)

Dual feasibility and (36) now yields (replacing (19)) boundedness on K of

(x̂−xk)T (AT (π̂−πk)+CT ((η̂−ηk)−(ζ̂−ζk)))−(x̂−xk)TH(x̂−xk), (37)

and it now follows that there exists D > 0 such that, for all k ∈ K,

(x̂− xk)TH(x̂− xk) + π̂T sk + η̂T tk+ + ζ̂
T
tk−

+ (ϕk1− π̂)T zk + (ϕk1− (η̂ + ζ̂))Tyk ≤ D ,
(38)

replacing (20). The proof concludes essentially like that of Lemma 5.404
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The details that lead to (38) are as follows. Equation (21) becomes

(x̂− xk)TH(x̂− xk)

= (x̂− xk)T (AT (π̂ − πk) + CT ((η̂ − ηk)− (ζ̂ − ζk))) + βk

= (ŝ− sk + zk)T (π̂ − πk) + (t̂+ − tk+ + yk)(η̂ − ηk)

+ (t̂− − tk− + yk)(ζ̂ − ζk) + βk ,

(39)

where βk is bounded on K and the second equality follows from (36). Upon
adding ϕk1

T [zk; yk] to both sides and reorganizing, we get (since t̂+ = t̂− = 0)

(x̂− xk)TH(x̂− xk) + π̂T sk + η̂T tk+ + ζ̂
T
tk−

+ (ϕk1− π̂)T zk + (ϕk1− (η̂ + ζ̂))Tyk

= ŝT π̂ − ŝTπk + (sk)Tπk + (tk+)Tηk + (tk−)T ζk

+ (ϕk1− πk)T zk + (ϕk1− (ηk + ζk))Tyk + βk ,

(40)

and essentially the same analysis as is done in the proof of Lemma 5 applies405

here, concluding the proof.406

In the remainder of this section, the difference η − ζ plays a key role, so407

we define ω := η − ζ, and similarly, ωk := ηk − ζk, etc.408

Lemma 12 Suppose ϕk → ∞ as k → ∞ and let K be as in Lemma 11, so
that (zk,yk)→ (z∗,y∗) = (0,0) on K, {xk} is bounded on K, and K has the
properties guaranteed by Req. PU4′. Then, given any limit point x∗ of {xk} on
K, there exist π∗ ∈ Rm+ (if m > 0) and ω∗ ∈ Rp (if p > 0), with (π∗,ω∗) 6= 0,
such that

ATπ∗ + CTω∗ = 0, S∗π∗ = 0, (41)

where s∗ := Ax∗ + z∗ − b = Ax∗ − b.409

Proof First, we have from Req. PU4′ (Gk2) that ϕk1 − (πk + ξk) and ϕk1 −410

(ηk + ζk) are bounded on K, which implies that πk + ξ
k → 1 on K and411

ηk+ζ
k → 1 on K, where, again πk := πk/ϕk, ξ

k
:= ξk/ϕk, ηk := ηk/ϕk, and412

ζ
k

:= ζk/ϕk. Additionally, in view of Req. PU4′, (πk,ωk := (ηk − ζk)/ϕk) is413

bounded away from 0 on K, and since πk, ξ
k
, ηk, and ζ

k
all have nonnegative414

components, they are all bounded on K, and so is ωk. Hence all have limit415

points on K, and every limit points (π∗,ω∗) of (πk,ωk) satisfies π∗ ≥ 0416

and (π∗,ω∗) 6= 0. Finally, since (z∗,y∗) = (0,0) and {xk} is bounded on K417

(Lemma 11 (ii)), boundedness of Gk1 and Gk2 in Req. PU4′ yields, by dividing418

through by ϕk, ATπ∗ + CTω∗ = 0, S∗π∗ = 0 .419

Theorem 2 (i) ϕk is eventually constant and (ii) (zk,yk) → 0 as k → ∞420

and xk converges to the optimal solution set of (P̃).421
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Proof Following the proof of Theorem 1, invoking Lemma 12, we note that for
some π∗ ≥ 0 (if m > 0) and ω∗ (if p > 0), with (π∗,ω∗) 6= 0, we have

ATπ∗ + CTω∗ = 0, with π∗i = 0 ∀i ∈ {i: s∗i > 0} , (42)

where s∗ := Ax∗ − b. Next, let Aact be the submatrix of A associated with
active constraints at x∗; i.e., the rows of Aact are all those rows of A with
index i such that s∗i = 0. Then Aactx

∗ = bact, Cx∗ = d, and (42) imply that

AT
actπ

∗
act + CTω∗ = 0. (43)

Now, invoking Assumption 1, let x̂ be strictly feasible for (P), i.e., Cx̂ = d and422

Ax̂ > b, in particular, Aactx̂ > bact. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1,423

we conclude that π∗act = 0 and, from (43), that CTω∗ = 0, a contradiction424

since C has full row rank (Assumption 2), proving the first claim. The second425

claim follows from Proposition 2.426

5 Certificate of Infeasibility427

The assumption (part of Assumption 1) that (P) has a (strictly) feasible point428

generally cannot be ascertained at the outset, and in case of infeasibility it429

is desirable that the sequences generated by the algorithm provide, prefer-430

ably early on, a certificate of infeasibility. In this section it is shown that the431

proposed framework does provide such a certificate and that, in addition, it432

provides an initial feasible point for a nearby feasible problem.433

Thus, in this section, Assumption 1 is replaced with the following less
restrictive assumption (primal feasibility of course is not assumed), involving
auxiliary problem

minimize
x∈Rn

f(x) s.t. Ax ≥ b′, Cx ≥ d′−, Cx ≤ d′+ , (P′)

a feasible relaxation of the infeasible (P), with some b′ ≤ b, d′− ≤ d, and434

d′+ ≥ d selected in such a way that (P′) is indeed feasible. (Note that if some435

such choice of (P′) satisfies Assumption 1′, then every such choice does, and436

similarly for Assumption 4.)437

Assumption 1′ (P′) has a (nonempty) bounded optimal solution set.438

Note that Assumption 1′ implies feasibility of the dual of (P′), which is equiv-439

alent to feasibility of (D). Lemmas 8 and 10, invoked in the analysis below,440

were established without using the primal-feasibility nor strict-dual-feasibility441

portions of Assumption 1, so that the less restrictive Assumption 1′ is sufficient442

there. The following additional assumption is also invoked.443

Assumption 4 10 (P′) has a bounded feasible set.444

10Numerical experimentation, including tests with small-size problems that do not satisfy
Assumption 4, suggests that mere boundedness of the optimal solution set of (P′), as
implied by Assumption 1′, is sufficient for the results to hold. A proof of this is elusive at
this time though. In any case, boundedness of the feasible set of course can be achieved
by imposing appropriately large bounds to the components of x.
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The notation used below is as in section 4. In particular, ω := η − ζ,
ωk := ηk − ζk, etc. It is well known (Farkas’s Lemma; e.g. [29, Proposition
6.4.3(iii)]) that a system of the form Ax ≥ b, Cx = d is infeasible, i.e., has
no solution, if and only if there exists (π,ω) such that

π ≥ 0, ATπ + CTω = 0, bTπ + dTω > 0 . (44)

Now, consider the reparameterization/rescaling of (P̃ϕ) obtained by defining
α := 1/ϕ and scaling the objective function by α, viz.

minimize
x,z,y

αf(x) + 1T [z; y] s.t. Ax + z ≥ b, z ≥ 0,

Cx + y ≥ d, −Cx + y ≥ −d
(P̃α)

with x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rp. The limit problem (with α = 0) and its dual are

minimize
x,z,y

1T [z; y] s.t. Ax + z ≥ b, z ≥ 0, (P̃0)

Cx + y ≥ d, −Cx + y ≥ −d ,

maximize
π∈Rm,ω∈Rp

bTπ + dTω s.t. ATπ + CTω = 0, (D̃0)

ω ∈ [−1, 1], π ∈ [0, 1] ,

and optimality conditions are given by

ATπ + CT (η − ζ) = 0, π + ξ = 1, η + ζ = 1,

Sπ = 0, Zξ = 0, T+η = 0, T−ζ = 0, (s, t+, t−, z,π, ξ,η, ζ) ≥ 0.
(45)

Remark 5 (P̃0) is equivalently written as

minimize
x,z,y

‖z‖1+‖y‖1 s.t. z ≥ 0, zi ≥ bi − (Ax)i, yi ≥ |di − (Cx)i| ∀i ,

i.e., its solution minimizes a measure of the maximum constraint violation.445

The analysis proceeds as follows.446

Lemma 13 If (P) is infeasible, then αk → 0 as k →∞.447

Proof By contradiction. If αk does not tend to 0, then it is eventually con-448

stant, say, equal to α̂ > 0. Thus, Req. PU2′ implies that {(zk,yk)} is bounded.449

Since (P̃α̂) is strictly feasible, Assumption 1′ and Lemma 7 imply bounded-450

ness of its constrained level sets, hence boundedness of {xk}, and Reqs. BI3451

and PU3′ imply convergence to the set of optimal solution and ϕ̂ := 1/α̂ >452

lim inf‖[π∗;ω∗]‖∞. Lemma 8 then implies that (x∗,π∗,η∗, ζ∗) solves (P)–(D),453

in contradiction with (P) being infeasible.454

Lemma 14 If (P) is infeasible, then there exists an infinite index set K such455

that, as k → ∞, k ∈ K, (πk,ωk) := (αkπ
k, αkω

k) tends to the optimal456

solution set of (D̃0) and (zk,yk) tends to the optimal solution set of (P̃0).457
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Proof Let ξ
k

:= αkξ
k, ηk := αkη

k, and ζ
k

:= αkζ
k. In view of Lemma 10

(boundedness of {(zk,yk)}) and Req. PU4′, since αk → 0 (Lemma 13), we

have, together with (πk, ξ
k
,ηk, ζ

k
) ≥ 0,

Skπk → 0, Zkξ
k → 0, Tk

+η
k → 0, Tk

−ζ
k → 0, (46)

αk(Hxk + c)−ATπk −CTωk → 0, πk + ξ
k − 1→ 0, ηk + ζ

k − 1→ 0,

as k →∞, k ∈ K, for some infinite index set K. In particular, (πk, ξ
k
,ηk, ζ

k
)

is bounded on K. In view of Assumption 4, {xk} is also bounded, and it follows

that for any limit point (x̂, ẑ, ŷ, π̂, ξ̂, η̂, ζ̂) of (xk, zk,yk,πk, ξ
k
,ηk, ζ

k
) on K,

Ŝπ̂ = 0, T̂+η̂ = 0, T̂−ζ̂ = 0, Ẑξ̂ = 0, AT π̂+CT ω̂ = 0, π̂+ξ̂ = 1, η̂+ζ̂ = 1,
(47)

implying the claim.458

Lemma 15 If (P) is infeasible, every solution (π∗,ω∗) of (D̃0) satisfies π∗ ≥459

0, ATπ∗ + CTω∗ = 0, and bTπ∗ + dTω∗ > 0.460

Proof Immediate consequence of strong duality, since the dual of (P̃0) is (D̃0).461

Together, these three lemmas establish the following.462

Theorem 3 If (P) is infeasible, then given ε > 0, there exists k̂ such that

‖ATπk̂ + CTωk̂‖≤ ε, bTπk̂ + dTωk̂ > 0, (48)

and
1T [zk̂; yk̂] ≤ 1T [ẑ; ŷ] + ε, (49)

where πk̂ ≥ 0 and (ẑ, ŷ) solves (P̃0).463

Hence, if (P) is infeasible, Meta-Algorithm IS in Pseudocode 1 provides a
certificate of (approximate) infeasibility, as well as an ε-`1-least relaxation of

the constraints, replacing b with b′ := b − zk̂, and “spreading” Cx = d to
−∆d− ≤ Cx− d ≤ ∆d+, with

(∆d±)i :=

{
(yk)i , if (Cxk − d)i ≶ 0

0 , otherwise

that makes xk̂ feasible for the relaxed problem.11464

6 Implementation and Numerical Experiments465

6.1 A Penalty-Parameter Updating Rule466

The penalty-parameter updating rule used in our experiments is specified in467

Pseudocode 2; here σ1 > 0, σ2 > 1, and γ0 > 0, γ1 > 0, γ2 > 0, γ3 > 0 are468

prescribed, but γ1 through γ3 can be freely reduced with every increase of ϕk.469

11Alternatively, xk̂ is also feasible for the adjusted (rather than relaxed) problem obtained
by still replacing b with b′ but then including instead the equality constraints Cx = d′,

with d′ = Cxk̂.
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Pseudocode 2: Penalty-parameter updating rule
ϕ+ ← penalty_parameter_update(ϕ, x, �)

Input: penalty parameter ϕ, primal-dual iterate (x, �)
Output: updated penalty parameter ϕ+

1 [x; z; y]← x, [π;η; ζ]← �;
2 ϕ+ ← ϕ;
3 if ‖(z,y)‖> γ0ϕ then
4 ϕ+ ← σ2

γ0
‖(z,y)‖

5 Compute G1, G2, G3 (defined in (29)) at ([x; z; y], [π;η; ζ]) ;
6 if ϕ+ ≤ ‖[π;η − ζ]‖∞+σ1, ‖G1‖≤ γ1, ‖G2‖≤ γ2, and |G3|≤ γ3 then
7 ϕ+ ← σ2(‖[π;η − ζ]‖∞+σ1)

This rule satisfies Reqs. PU1′ to PU4′, as shown next.470

Req. PU1′: Clear, since σ1 > 0, σ2 > 1, and ϕ0 > 0 (in Meta-Algorithm IS).471

Req. PU2′: Lines 3–4 in Pseudocode 2 imply that ϕk+1 ≥ 1
γ0
‖(zk,yk)‖ for all472

k, proving the claim.473

Req. PU3′: Suppose ϕk = ϕ̂ for all k > k̂. Then, in view of lines 3–4 in474

Pseudocode 2, {(zk,yk)} must be bounded. Further, since Gk1 , Gk2 , and Gk3475

all tend to zero (see Req. PU3′), lines 6–7 in Pseudocode 2 above imply that476

ϕ̂ > ‖[πk;ηk − ζk]‖∞+σ1 for k > k̂, so the requirement is satisfied.477

Req. PU4′: Suppose ϕk → ∞ and {(zk,yk)} is bounded, so the condition in478

line 3 above cannot hold more than finitely many times. Then, since ϕk →∞,479

the conditions in line 3 must be satisfied on an infinite index set K, implying480

thatGk1 ,Gk2 andGk3 are all bounded onK, and ϕk ≤ ‖[πk;ηk−ζk]‖∞+σ1 onK481

so that ‖[πk;ηk−ζk]‖∞→∞ on K. Thus ϕk

‖[πk;ηk−ζk
]‖∞
≤ 1+ σ1

‖[πk;ηk−ζk
]‖∞

482

is bounded on K, proving the claim.483

6.2 Implementation Details484

All numerical tests were run with a Matlab implementation of Meta-Algorithm IS485

(Pseudocode 1 in section 2.2), base iteration (CR-MPC proposed in [28], see486

also Appendix A), and penalty-parameter updating rule (Pseudocode 2 in sec-487

tion 6.1) on a machine with AMD Opteron(tm) CPU Processor 6376 (2.3GHz)488

and Matlab R2019a in Linux platform.489

Stopping criterion In the implementation, the stopping criterion for Meta-
Algorithm IS was Err ≤ tol with the normalized error term12

Err :=

∥∥[Hx + c−ATπ −CT (η − ζ); min{s,π}; min{[t+; t−], [η; ζ]}
]∥∥

2

max{‖H‖∞, ‖c‖∞ , ‖A‖∞, ‖C‖∞}
,

(50)

12Approximate primal feasibility (s, t+, t−) ≥ 0 (or ≈ 0) is implicitly taken into account in
the last three terms in the numerator.
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where s := Ax − b, t+ := Cx − d, t− := −(Cx − d), and min{·, ·} denotes490

component-wise minimum. When equality constraints are not present, Err is491

reduced by setting min{[t+; t−], [η; ζ]} = 0, and C = 0. We used tol = 10−8492

in all numerical tests.493

Initialization Meta-Algorithm IS requires that (x0, z0,y0) be feasible for the494

augmented primal problem (P̃ϕ), while the CR-MPC base iteration requires495

primal-strictly-feasible initial points, i.e., z0 > −min{Ax0 − b,0} and y0 >496

abs(Cx0 − d), with abs(·) the component-wise absolute value. In our tests,497

given a (problem dependent) x0, we chose z0 = cz1
13 and y0 = cy1 with498

cz = −min{min{Ax0 − b}, 0}+ 1 and cy = max{abs(Cx0 − d)}+ 1. For the499

initial dual variable and penalty parameter, we used �0 = 1 and ϕ0 = 1.500

Base iteration The base iteration used in the tests is that of Algorithm CR-501

MPC proposed in [28] (see Appendix A in this paper for a brief description),502

with the stopping criterion turned off, and with implementation details (in-503

cluding parameter values) essentially identical to those laid out in section 3.2504

of [28]. A notable exception is that, here, in connection with relaxation vari-505

ables (z,y), the constraints are structurally sparse, and this was specifically506

attended to in the solution of the Newton-KKT systems; thus, the associ-507

ated CPU cost was only slightly higher than if there were only n, rather than508

n + m + p variables. A few constraint selection rules were considered in [28]509

for Algorithm CR-MPC. Here we used Rule R (see [28, section 2.6]) with the510

same parameter values as in [28] but with two minor modifications: (i) we keep511

the slack threshold δk at its initial value δ̄ in the first five iteration, and (ii) we512

always include the sparse constraints z ≥ 0, Cx + y ≥ d, and Cx−y ≤ d (all513

of which are eventually active) in the selected constraint set. In the numerical514

tests, (i) improved the robustness of Rule R to the choice of (x0, z0,y0), while515

(ii) led to faster convergence with little additional cost per iteration.516

Iteration count The iteration counts reported in this section represent the to-517

tal number of calls to base_iteration() in line 8 of Meta-Algorithm IS. Since518

Algorithm CR-MPC enforces descent of the objective function, base_iteration()519

is called exactly once per “Meta-Algorithm” iteration k.520

Penalty-parameter update We implemented the penalty-parameter update in521

Meta-Algorithm IS following the rule given in Pseudocode 2 in section 6.1,522

with parameter values σ1 = 1, σ2 = 10, γ0 := ‖[z0;y0]‖∞
ϕ0

and, for i = 1, 2, 3,523

γi := ‖G0
i ‖2. We chose ‖(z,y)‖:= ‖[z; y]‖∞ in line 3, and ‖Gi‖= ‖Gi‖2 for524

i = 1, 2, in line 6. Importantly, at every increase of ϕ, the internal base iteration525

variables, e.g., regularization and constraint selection variables, were reset to526

the initial values specified in [28], since a new optimization problem (different527

objective function) is then dealt with.528

13A possibility would be to freeze z at zero when x0 is primal feasible and indeed, when
a component zki of zk reaches zero at some iteration k, freeze that component to zero
thereafter. This was not done in the tests reported here.
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Detection of infeasibility As discussed in section 5, the proposed framework
provides an infeasible certificate whenever (P) is infeasible. Stopping crite-
rion (50) was thus augmented with an alternative criterion (see (44)) which is
declared satisfied when a “certificate” (π̂k, ω̂k) is produced such that

bT π̂k+dT ω̂k >
√
εm and

‖[AT π̂ + CT ω̂; min{π̂,0}]‖2
max{‖A‖∞, ‖C‖∞}

≤ tolinfeas, (51)

where εm is the machine precision and tolinfeas a tolerance parameter, in529

which case (P) is declared to be infeasible. We used tolinfeas = 10−6 in the530

numerical tests.531

An obvious choice for (π̂k, ω̂k) is to set it to the pair (π̄k, ω̄k) used in The-
orem 3, which is defined as (π̄k, ω̄k) := (πk/ϕk, (η

k − ζk)/ϕk) with (πk,ηk, ζk)
the dual variables given by the base iteration. However, we found that for some
infeasible problems, this choice requires many iterations to satisfy (51). In our
implementation, we constructed (π̂k, ω̂k) by setting

[π̂kQ; ω̂k] := [ [pπQ
]+; pω] , [pπQ

; pω] := projN ([AT
Q,C

T ])([π
k
Q/ϕk; (ηk − ζk)/ϕk]) ,

(52)
and π̂Qc = 0, where Q and Qc denote the reduced constraint index set and its532

complement, both given by the CR-MPC base iteration, πQ and AQ denote the533

subvector and submatrix of π and A associated to the index set Q, respectively534

(see, e.g., [28], for details). In (52), projN ([AT
Q,C

T ]) denotes the orthogonal535

projection operator onto the null space of [AT
Q,C

T ]. We note that, with this536

choice of (π̂k, ω̂k) substituted for (πk,ωk), Lemma 14 still holds, so that, on537

an infeasible problem, (51) will eventually be satisfied, and an infeasibility538

certificate will be produced. Finally, the computational cost of running the539

infeasibility test is negligible in comparison with the overall cost of an iteration.540

6.3 Randomly Generated Problems541

We first tested Meta-Algorithm IS with the CR-MPC base iteration on imbal-542

anced (m� n) randomly generated problems both with and without equality543

constraints. We considered problems of the form (P) with sizes m := 10 000,544

n ranging from 10 to 200, and p = n/2 or 0. We solved two sub-classes of545

problems: (i) strongly convex—H diagonal and positive definite, with random546

diagonal entries from uniform distribution U(0, 1)—and (ii) linear—H = 0. For547

each sub-class, 20 randomly generated problems were solved for each problem548

size, and the results averaged over the 20 problems were reported. Consistent549

results were observed with H 6= 0 but det(H)=0; the specifics are not re-550

ported here. The entries of A, C, and c were taken from a standard normal551

distribution N (0, 1); as for b and d, see sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.552
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6.3.1 Comparison on Feasible Problems553

To guarantee strict feasibility (Assumption 1), we generated xfeas and sfeas554

with i.i.d. entries taken from N (0, 1) and uniform distribution U(1, 2), respec-555

tively, and then set b := Axfeas − sfeas and d := Cxfeas. For feasible-start556

algorithms considered in the comparison, the starting point was x0 := xfeas,557

while for Meta-Algorithm IS, a starting point x0 was generated by repeatedly558

taking i.i.d. entries from N (0, 1) until x0 became infeasible. All other codes559

used in the comparison do not allow the user to provide an initial point. For560

scaling purpose, we followed the heuristic proposed in [27] and (for all tested561

codes) used the normalized constraints (D1A)x ≥ D1b and (D2C)x = D2d,562

where D1 = diag (1/‖ai‖2) and D2 = diag (1/‖ci‖2) with ai and ci the i-th563

row of A and C, respectively. The modified A and C matrices were also used564

in the stopping criteria (50) and (51).565

Fig. 1 reports the iteration counts and computation time of the tested al-566

gorithms on the two sub-classes of problems with equality constraints. Here567

the proposed Meta-Algorithm IS with the CR-MPC base iteration (with “Rule568

R” for constraint selection), IS-CR-MPC, is compared to the same with con-569

straint reduction turned off (IS-MPC∗).14 For both cases, the tolerance tol570

was set to 10−8. Also, three popular QP solvers, MOSEK (ver. 9.1.9) [2, 3],571

OSQP [38], and qpOASES [18] are included in the comparison. The OSQP572

(Operator Splitting Quadratic Program) solver runs an alternating direction573

method of multipliers (ADMM) [9], and qpOASES is an active set QP solver.574

We include them here to benchmark the performance of Meta-Algorithm IS575

in comparison to other types of solvers in addition to interior-point method.576

Here the MOSEK and OSQP solvers were accessed through their Matlab API,577

and the qpOASES solver was called through the CasADi interface [4]. In all578

reported tests, no starting points were supplied to these three solvers (i.e.,579

the initial guesses were generated by the solvers from problem data), and all580

parameters for these solvers were set to the default values, with the exception581

that the convergence tolerances were set to 10−8 as well.15 As seen in Fig. 1,582

on such imbalanced CQPs, in spite of the fact that, in terms of iteration count,583

IS-CR-MPC is inferior to MOSEK16 , the total computation time recorded by584

IS-CR-MPC is 30% to three times lower than that recorded by the second best585

solver (qpOAESE or MOSEK).586

Fig. 2 illustrates the results on problems with no equality constraints. For587

these tests, we also included the feasible-start CR-MPC algorithm of [28] and588

14Here we denote the CR-MPC algorithm with constraint reduction turned off as MPC∗

(rather than MPC) to avoid confusion with the original MPC algorithm in [31].
15To avoid biases due to different stopping criteria, we also experimented with tolerances

set to 10−6 (while keeping tol = 10−8 for all MPC versions) and observed results with
slightly fewer iterations and nearly identical computation time.

16Here the iteration counts of OSQP and qpOASES are significantly higher than other
solver, which is as expected. However, OSQP failed to converge within 10 000 iterations
in several problem instances. We observed that OSQP converges on all problem instances
when the tolerance is relaxed from 10−8 to 10−4, but the computation time is still higher
than other compared solvers.
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(b) Linear optimization: H = 0

Fig. 1: Randomly generated problems with m = 10 000 inequality constraints
and p = n

2 equality constraints. Results are pictured for two sub-classes of
problems. In each figure, the x-axis is the number of variables (n) and the
y-axis is the iteration count or total computation time, both averaged over
the 20 problem instances and plotted in logarithmic scale. In the tests, IS-
MPC∗ and IS-CR-MPC started from a randomly generated infeasible point,
and MOSEK, OSQP, and qpOASES started from their own initial guesses.

the same with constraint reduction turned off (MPC∗) into the comparison,589

with convergence criterion given in [28] and tolerance 10−8. In the linear590

(H = 0) case, we included in the comparison a revised primal simplex (RPS)591

code with partial pricing (referred to in the legend of Figure 2 as “Two-phase592

RPS”) used in [40]17 which solves the dual of (P) via a two-phase approach:18593

following standard practice, phase 1 starts from the readily available basic594

feasible solution (BFS) for the auxiliary feasibility problem to generate a BFS595

for solving the original problem (phase 2). A brief description and a pseu-596

17We used an implementation due to Luke Winternitz, who kindly made it available to us.
18Two-phase RPS is not included in Fig. 1b because when p 6= 0, the dual of (P) is not in

standard dual form, a form it requires.
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docode for the RPS method are included in Appendix B. We refer the reader597

to, e.g., [8] and references therein for more comprehensive discussion.598

As shown in Fig. 2, the feasible-start MPC∗ and CR-MPC solvers required599

fewer iterations to converge than IS-CR-MPC, most likely due to the readily600

available feasible initial point (a “warm-start” of sorts). On the tested (imbal-601

anced) problems, the constraint-reduced solvers generally outperformed other602

solvers in terms of computation time. The feasible-start CR-MPC algorithm603

is at most two times faster than IS-CR-MPC, which reflects the difference in604

iteration counts. In tests not reported here, we also observed that, when start-605

ing from the feasible xfeas, IS-CR-MPC and CR-MPC give nearly identical606

performance, i.e., the overhead for allowing infeasible start is minor.607
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(b) Linear optimization: H = 0

Fig. 2: Randomly generated problems with m = 10 000 inequality constraints
and no equality constraints. Results are pictured for two sub-classes of prob-
lems. In each figure, the x-axis is the number of variables (n) and the y-axis
is the iteration count or total computation time, both averaged over the 20
problem instances and plotted in logarithmic scale. In the tests, MPC∗ and
CR-MPC started from a feasible point; IS-CR-MPC started from a randomly
generated infeasible point; MOSEK, OSQP, and qpOASES started from their
own initial guesses; Two-phase-RPS started from the readily available initial
BFS for the auxiliary feasibility problem in phase 1.
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6.3.2 Infeasibility Detection Tests608

Here, the entries of A,b,C,d, and c were first all generated from N (0, 1)609

(i.i.d.). To guarantee infeasibility of the problem, the last inequality constraint610

aTmx ≥ bm was then replaced by −aTi x ≥ −bi + δ, for some index i randomly611

selected from {1, . . . ,m− 1} and δ > 0 taken from U(0, 1). The starting point612

x0 was generated by taking i.i.d. entries from N (0, 1).613

In Table 1, the averaged iteration counts and computation time over 20614

problem instances are reported for IS-CR-MPC. As seen from the table, with615

the dual estimates generated by (52), the conditions in (51) were satisfied on all616

tested problem instances within about 10 iterations on average. These results617

suggest that the proposed Meta-Algorithm IS is capable of providing infeasi-618

bility certificates efficiently for infeasible problems. It also is worth noting that619

no infeasibility certificates were issued in the tests reported in section 6.3.1.620

(i.e., there were no false positives).

n 10 20 50 100 200
p H Iter. Time Iter. Time Iter. Time Iter. Time Iter. Time
n
2 � 0 7.5 0.04 11.1 0.10 10.0 0.15 10.2 0.35 10.0 1.01
n
2 = 0 8.5 0.05 10.4 0.08 9.9 0.15 10.1 0.38 10.1 1.08
0 � 0 10.2 0.07 11.2 0.10 10.4 0.17 10.0 0.34 10.3 0.97
0 = 0 10.8 0.07 10.4 0.09 9.8 0.16 10.2 0.35 10.3 0.95

Table 1: Infeasibility detection results with IS-CR-MPC on randomly gener-
ated (infeasible) problems with m = 10 000 inequality constraints. In each
row, the iteration count and computation time (sec) averaged over 20 prob-
lem instances are reported for problems with n = 10, . . . , 200 variables and n

2
or 0 equality constraints, in the strongly convex (H � 0) or linear (H = 0)
sub-classes.

621

6.4 Support-Vector Machine Training Problems622

We tested IS-CR-MPC on CQPs arising in the training of support-vector ma-
chine (SVM) classifiers for pattern recognition tasks in high dimensions (see,
e.g., [26] and references therein for relevant discussions). In the problems con-
sidered here, the training data set takes the form (P, `), where P ∈ Rm×n,
` ∈ Rm and, for i = 1, . . . ,m, pi (transpose of i-th row of P) denotes a pat-
tern that corresponds to a known label `i ∈ {−1, 1}. The training process of
SVMs aims at finding an optimal separating hyperplane (when one exists) in
the pattern space, that separates the “+” class patterns (with label `i = 1)
from the “−” class patterns (with label `i = −1) and is equidistant from both
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classes. Specifically, the goal is to construct a hyperplane

{p ∈ Rn: 〈w,p〉 − β = 0}, (53)

under inner product 〈·, ·〉, such that the parameters w ∈ Rn and β ∈ R satisfy

sign{〈w,pi〉 − β} = `i , i = 1, . . . ,m , (54)

while maximizing the separation margin 2
‖w‖2 . When the Euclidean inner prod-

uct is selected, this amounts to solving

minimize
w∈Rn,β∈R

1

2
‖w‖22 s.t. L(Pw − β1) ≥ 1 , (55)

where L := diag(`). By denoting x = [w;β], this problem takes the form of
(P) with n = n+ 1 optimization variables and m = m inequality constraints.
Of course, when the given training data is not separable, (55) is infeasible.
When this is known (e.g., an infeasibility certificate has been produced by
IS-CR-MPC), a constraint-relaxation variable is introduced that allows mis-
classification, and the objective function is penalized accordingly, viz.

minimize
w∈Rn,β∈R,ν∈R

1

2
‖w‖22 + τν s.t. L(Pw − β1) + ν1 ≥ 1 , ν ≥ 0 , (56)

where τ > 0 is a constant penalty parameter on the relaxation variable ν ∈ R.623

In practice, τ is often determined by cross-validation on the training data.624

This relaxed problem still takes the form of (P), with n = n+ 2 optimization625

variables x = [w;β; ν] and m = m+ 1 inequality constraints.19626

We tested IS-CR-MPC on SVM training for four data sets—MUSHROOM,627

ISOLET, WAVEFORM, and LETTER—from the UCI machine learning repository628

[24]. As in [20], a lifted version of the data, in a higher-dimensional feature629

space, with increased likeliness of linear separation was used instead; see [20,26]630

for details. Such mapping results in MUSHROOM and ISOLET being separable;631

WAVEFORM, and LETTER are not, and the relaxed problem (56) was solved in-632

stead.20 The numbers of features and patterns for the lifted version of each633

data set are listed in Table 2.634

MUSHROOM ISOLET WAVEFORM LETTER

# of features (n) 276 617 861 153
# of patterns (m) 8124 7797 5000 20000

separable Yes Yes No No

Table 2: Problem specifications of the four tested data sets for SVM training.

19Alternatively, following the suggestion made at the very end of section 5, an (n+1)-variable
problem with feasible start could be solved.

20A Matlab-formatted version of these data sets was kindly made available to us by Jin
Jung, first author of [26].
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Remark 6 For these problems, in which the number of patterns is much larger635

than the number of features, the efficiency of interior-point methods can be636

improved by approximating the Gram matrix PTP with low-rank matrices637

as considered in, e.g., [12, 19, 37]. In fact, Meta-Algorithm IS proposed in638

the present paper could invoke base iterations that use approximate low-rank639

Gram matrices, such as the constraint-reduced SVM solver tested in [26, sec-640

tion 5.2], which incorporates a low-rank Cholesky factorization with symmetric641

pivoting [19]. (The convergence of Meta-Algorithm IS is guaranteed as long as642

the base iteration satisfies Reqs. BI1 to BI3 in section 2.3. We did not adopt643

a low-rank approximation in the CR-MPC base iteration tested here.)644

The performance of MOSEK, OSQP, qpOASES, IS-MPC∗, and IS-CR-645

MPC is reported in Fig. 3, where logarithmic scales are used. Here the starting646

point for the infeasible-start algorithms was x0 = 0. The results show that,647

on these imbalanced CQPs, IS-CR-MPC enjoys fastest convergence among648

the tested solvers. Indeed, compared to the next fastest (MOSEK in all four649

cases), the speedups for MUSHROOM,ISOLET, WAVEFORM, and LETTER were 1.3x,650

2.0x, 1.1x, and 2.7x, respectively. The lower speed for WAVEFORM is readily651

explained by the fact that this data set is the most balanced one among the652

tested data sets.653

Iteration count Computation time (sec)

Fig. 3: Support-vector machine training problems. Numerical results of tested
algorithms on the MUSHROOM, ISOLET, WAVEFORM, and LETTER data sets. In the
figures, iteration counts and computation time are reported and plotted in
logarithmic scale.

7 Application to Other Base Iterations654

As stressed throughout, the proposed framework applies to many existing
(and future) primal-feasible iterations. In this section, for simplicity, we limit
ourselves to base iterations that (i) cater only to linear optimization (LO), i.e.,
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H = 0, and (ii) deal with such problems in standard form,21 i.e.,

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx s.t. Cx = d, x ≥ 0 ; (LO–P)

without loss of generality, we assume that d ≥ 0. Existing candidates would655

include Karmarkar-type interior point algorithms (e.g., [5]) and primal barrier-656

function methods (e.g., [41]). As per Req. BI3, asymptotically exact estimates657

of dual variables should be provided by the base iteration, or be constructible658

at reasonable cost.659

7.1 Framework for Handling Base Iterations that Require Standard Form660

Within the proposed infeasible-start framework, the base iteration is applied
toward solving the penalized relaxed problem for (LO–P), which reduces from
(P̃ϕ) to

minimize
x∈Rn,y∈Rp

cTx+ϕ1Ty s.t. Cx+y ≥ d , −Cx+y ≥ −d , x ≥ 0 , (LO–P̃ϕ)

where the z variable has been done away with since points that satisfy x ≥ 0
are trivially available. Transposition from (LO–P̃ϕ) to standard form can be ef-
fected by wrapping the iteration within an interface (yielding a “wrapped base
iteration”) that introduces additional slack variables t1 and t2 and makes the
constraint y ≥ 0 explicit, yielding (the subscript in LOs stands for “standard
form”)

minimize
x∈Rn,y∈Rp,t1∈Rp,t2∈Rp

cTx + ϕ1Ty s.t. Cx + y − t1 = d ,

Cx− y + t2 = d ,

(x,y, t1, t2) ≥ 0 .

(LOs–P̃ϕ)

Upon return from the base iteration, the new estimate of the primal vari-661

ables (x,y) in (LO–P̃ϕ) is to be provided to penalty_parameter_update(),22662

as should appropriate nonnegative estimates of the associated dual variables663

(η, ζ,π) for the three sets of constraints in (LO–P̃ϕ). While the primal iterates664

for (LO–P̃ϕ) can be directly taken from the primal sequence {(x,y, t1, t2)}665

for (LOs–P̃ϕ) generated by the base iteration, the nonnegative dual iter-666

ates for (LO–P̃ϕ) usually need to be estimated from the information pro-667

vided by the base iteration. The wrapped base iteration would then be aug-668

mented with these processes. A sample wrapped base iteration is given in Pseu-669

docode 3, which describes the necessary components of an interface for wrap-670

ping SFLO_iteration(), an iteration from a general standard-form linear-671

optimization primal solver, into an instance of base_iteration() in Meta-672

21Typical base iterations accept, some require, problems to be expressed in standard form.
22Slightly modified versions of penalty_parameter_update(), of the Reqs PU’ of section 4

and, accordingly, of the penalty-parameter updating rule of section 6.1 are to be used
here. Specifically, all instances of z and the associated dual variable ξ must be removed.
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Algorithm IS (see Pseudocode 1) that aims to solve the corresponding inequality-673

form problem. A specific example of a wrapped base iteration based on a674

simplex solver is given in the next subsection.675

Pseudocode 3: Wrapped Base Iteration
(xout, �out)← base_iteration(ϕ, xin, �in)

Input: penalty parameter ϕ, primal-dual iterate (xin, �in) for (LO–P̃ϕ)

Output: primal-dual iterate (xout, �out) for (LO–P̃ϕ)
1 (xin,yin, tin

1 , t
in
2 )← iterate_construction(xin, �in);

/* construct primal iterate for (LOs–P̃ϕ) from the primal-dual iterate

(xin, �in) for (LO–P̃ϕ). */

2 ([xout;yout; tout
1 ; tout

2 ], infoout)← SFLO_iteration(ϕ, [xin;yin; tin
1 ; tin

2 ]);
/* SFLO_iteration() denotes the application of one iteration from a

standard-form linear-optimization solver on (LOs–P̃ϕ), which updates

the starting primal point (xin, yin, tin1 , t
in
2 ) to (xout, yout, tout1 , tout2 ).

SFLO_iteration() could provide some additional information infoout,

such as estimates of dual variables in (LOs–P̃ϕ). */

3 (xout, �out)← iterate_estimation(xout, yout, tout
1 , tout

2 , infoout);
/* estimate feasible primal iterates and nonnegative dual iterates for

(LO–P̃ϕ) using the primal iterate for (LOs–P̃ϕ) as well as additional

information from SFLO_iteration(). */

In order to guarantee that sequences generated by Meta-Algorithm IS con-
verge to the solution set of (LO–P) when the wrapped base iteration is used,
the estimated primal sequence for (LO–P̃ϕ) needs to be feasible (Req. BI1),
to yield eventual descent (Req. BI2) and, together with the estimated dual
sequence, to satisfy Req. BI3. Specifically, in the present context, Req. BI3
requires that, if {(x`,y`)}`∈K̂ is bounded, then

max{‖T`
+η

`‖, ‖T`
−ζ

`‖, ‖X`π`‖} → 0, on K̂ (57a)

and

max{‖c−CT (η` − ζ`)− π`‖, ‖η` + ζ` − ϕ‖} → 0, on K̂ . (57b)

Here {(x`,y`)} and {(η`, ζ`,π`)} are respectively the estimated primal and676

dual sequences for (LO–P̃ϕ), T`
+ := diag(Cx` + y` − d), T`

− := diag(−Cx` +677

y` + d), X` := diag(x`), and K̂ collects the indices of primal iterates with678

descending objective function values, as defined in section 2.3.679

In the remainder of section 7, we consider an instance of a wrapped base680

iteration based on the RPS (simplex) solver tested in section 6.3.1 (“Two-phase681

RPS” in Figure 2).682

7.2 Application to a Revised Primal Simplex Iteration683

Consider solving (LO–P) with infeasible start using Meta-Algorithm IS with684

a (wrapped) base iteration specific to RPS. A short description of the RPS685
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method and a pseudocode for an RPS iteration are given in Appendix B. Meta-686

Algorithm IS allows for bypassing the typical two-phase approach for simplex687

methods when no initial basic feasible solution (BFS) for (LO–P) is available.688

Specifically, in the context of Meta-Algorithm IS, the RPS method is ap-689

plied to solve the penalized relaxed problem (LOs–P̃ϕ), for which an initial690

BFS (x0,y0, t01, t
0
2) := (0,d,0, 2d) is readily available (recall that d ≥ 0). As691

discussed in section 7.1, a wrapped base iteration as in Pseudocode 3 is needed692

to take care of the transformation from the inequality form problem (LO–P̃ϕ)693

to the standard-form problem (LOs–P̃ϕ), and to produce estimates of the694

dual variables. The wrapped base iteration tailored for the RPS method, re-695

ferred to as “Base Iteration RPS”, is detailed in Pseudocode 4 (an instance of696

Pseudocode 3), in which steps 1–2 correspond to iterate_construction()697

(step 1 in Pseudocode 3), step 3 replaces the general standard-form linear-698

optimization iteration SFLO_iteration() with the specific RPS_iteration()699

given in Pseudocode 6 in Appendix B (setp 2 in Pseudocode 3), and steps 4–7700

correspond to iterate_estimation() (step 3 in Pseudocode 3).701

Pseudocode 4: Base Iteration RPS (Wrapped)
(xout, �out)← base_iteration(ϕ, xin, �in)

Input: penalty parameter ϕ, primal-dual iterate (xin, �in)
Output: primal-dual iterate (xout, �out)
// --- construct the primal iterate for (LOs–P̃ϕ) ---

1 [xin;yin]← xin;

2 tin
1 ← Cxin + yin − d, tin

2 ← −Cxin + yin + d;

// --- take one RPS iterate on (LOs–P̃ϕ) ---

3 ([xout;yout; tout
1 ; tout

2 ], [λout
1 ;λout

2 ])←RPS_iteration(ϕ, [xin;yin; tin
1 ; tin

2 ]);
/* RPS_iteration() denotes the application of one RPS iteration to solve

(LOs–P̃ϕ), which updates the BFS (xin, yin, tin1 , t
in
2 ) to another BFS

(xout, yout, tout1 , tout2 ) and estimates dual variables (λout
1 ,λout

2 ) associated

to the two sets of equality constraints in (LOs–P̃ϕ). */

// --- estimate the primal and dual iterates for (LO–P̃ϕ) ---

4 xout ← [xout;yout];

5 ω ← λout
1 + λout

2 ;

6 ηout = [ 1
2

(ϕ1 + ω)]+, ζout = [ 1
2

(ϕ1− ω)]+, πout = [c−CTω]+;

7 �out ← [ηout; ζout;πout];

The analysis in section 4 guarantees convergence of Meta-Algorithm IS to702

the solution set of (LO–P) when, e.g., the penalty-parameter updating rule703

of section 6.1 is used, provided that the base iteration satisfies Reqs. BI1704

to BI3. Note however that Reqs. BI1 to BI3 assume that the base iteration705

generates infinite sequences, while simplex methods typically stop after finitely706

many iterations either with an exactly optimal solution for the problem at707

hand or with an indication that the problem is unbounded. This is catered708

to in the wrapper as follows. When an optimal solution to (LO–P̃ϕ) has been709

reached in RPS_iteration() (i.e., line 4 in Pseudocode 6 in Appendix B is710

reached), Base Iteration RPS in Pseudocode 4 returns (x∗, �∗), a primal-dual711
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solution to (LO–P̃ϕ). Repeatedly applying Base Iteration RPS on the same712

problem starting from (x∗, �∗) then results in an infinite constant sequence713

{(x∗, �∗)} that can be used to verify Reqs. BI1 to BI3. On the other hand,714

when unboundedness is detected in RPS_iteration() (line 9 in Pseudocode 6,715

Appendix B), Base Iteration RPS returns to Meta-Algorithm IS an infinite716

feasible sequence23 with decreasing and unbounded cost value, while bypassing717

RPS_iteration() until ϕ is increased by penalty_parameter_update(). We718

do not show this in Pseudocode 4 to keep the presentation simple.719

With the constructed infinite sequence, we now verify that Pseudocode 4720

indeed satisfies Reqs. BI1 to BI3, under the assumption that the primal se-721

quence starts from initial point x0 = [x0; y0] taken from a BFS (x0,y0, t01, t
0
2)722

for (LOs–P̃ϕ), e.g., x0 = [0; d] from the known BFS (0,d,0, 2d). Req. BI1 is723

automatically satisfied (step 4 in Pseudocode 4). Req. BI2 also is automat-724

ically satisfied since (i) RPS_iteration() is taken from a descent method,725

(ii) (LO–P̃ϕ) and (LOs–P̃ϕ) share the same objective function, and (iii) the726

primal iterate x` for (LO–P̃ϕ) is either taken from the corresponding iterate727

(x`,y`, t`1, t
`
2) for (LOs–P̃ϕ) (step 4 in Pseudocode 4), or constructed to drive728

the objective function value to −∞. As for Req. BI3, there are two cases.729

If the constructed infinite sequence is eventually constant at entry (x∗, �∗),730

then the entry is recovered (in steps 4–7 in Pseudocode 4) from the output731

(x∗,y∗, t∗1, t
∗
2,λ
∗
1,λ
∗
2) of RPS_iteration(). Since (x∗,y∗, t∗1, t

∗
2,λ
∗
1,λ
∗
2) sat-732

isfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions for (LOs–P̃ϕ), the es-733

timated primal-dual pair (x∗, �∗) satisfies the KKT optimality conditions of734

(LO–P̃ϕ), thus (57) holds and Req. BI3 is satisfied. On the other hand, when735

the problem is detected to be unbounded, the constructed infinite primal se-736

quence is unbounded, which automatically satisfies Req. BI3.737

As a “proof of concept”, we carried out a preliminary numerical test on738

standard-form linear-optimization problems (LO–P). In the test, the infeasible-739

start Meta-Algorithm IS with RPS base iteration (IS-RPS) was compared740

against the typical two-phase approach with the same RPS solver (Two-phase-741

RPS), which is included in the comparison to IS-CR-MPC in section 6.3.1742

(Figure 2b). In IS-RPS, base_iteration() was implemented as specified in743

Pseudocode 4, and penalty_parameter_update() was slightly modified from744

the one proposed in section 6.1, as described in footnote 22. The two methods745

were tested on randomly generated problems of the form (LO–P), which were746

formulated by taking the dual of the randomly generated inequality-form lin-747

23This unbounded feasible primal sequence can be constructed by taking {x`} such that
x`B := x̂B+t`∆x̂B and x`Bc := t`ej , where x̂, ∆x̂B , and B are respectively the primal BFS,
direction, and basis at which unboundedness is detected in Iteration RPS (Pseudocode 6),
ej is a standard unit vector that takes value 1 at the entering column index j and 0
elsewhere, and t` →∞ as `→∞. Here the direction ∆x̂B and the entering column index
j would be appended to the output of RPS_iteration() as part of infoout (together with
λout

1 and λout
2 ) when unboundedness is detected. In Meta-Algorithm IS, this unbounded

sequence would trigger penalty_parameter_update() to increase the penalty parameter
ϕ. After the increment of ϕ, the primal variable then needs to be reinitialized to the BFS x̂
(at which unboundedness was detected) so that RPS_iteration() can be applied to solve
the updated, possibly bounded problem.
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Averaged iteration counts for problems with n = 1000 and various p

Method
Number of equality constraints (p)

5 10 20 50 100 200 500
Two-phase-RPS 35.0 72.2 159.6 365.3 713.2 1438.3 3047.9

IS-RPS 30.7 63.0 128.3 335.9 697.7 1406.9 3106.1

Table 3: Iteration counts of Two-phase-RPS and IS-RPS methods for solving
randomly generated problems (LO–P) of size n = 1000 and various p. The
reported iteration counts are averaged over the 20 problem instances.

ear optimization problems (H = 0) considered in section 6.3.1 to guarantee a748

nonempty and bounded optimial solution set. All tested problems were pre-749

processed so that d ≥ 0 (by flipping the signs on both sides of the equality750

constraints) as assumed at the top of section 7.1.751

The test was performed on problems of size n = 1000 and p = 5, 10, 20, 50,752

100, 200, 500, and 20 instances of randomly generated problems were tested753

for each size. The iteration counts averaged over the 20 problem instances754

are reported in Table 3, where the counts for Two-phase-RPS are sums of755

iteration counts in the two phases. From the results, we observe that IS-RPS756

required 8–24% fewer iterations than the Two-phase-RPS solver for the highly757

imbalanced cases (p = 5, 10, 20, 50). This shows a potential benefit in solv-758

ing the relaxed penalized problem over solving the combination of feasibility759

problem and original optimization problem on these imbalanced problems.760

However, in order to translate the lower iteration count into less computation761

time, it will be necessary to mitigate the additional computation cost resulting762

from constraint augmentation in the penalized relaxed problem; this should be763

achievable by means of a careful implementation that utilizes the structure of764

the relaxed penalized problem. Finally, Table 3 also shows that the advantage765

of IS-RPS decreases as the problem becomes better balanced. In particular,766

IS-RPS requires more iterations to converge than Two-phase-RPS on problems767

with only twice as many variables than equality constraints (p = 500). This768

is due to the fact that the penalized relaxed problem (LOs–P̃ϕ) has 3p more769

optimization variables than the original problem (LO–P). While the effect of770

these additional variables is rather insignificant in the highly imbalanced case771

(p� n), the slowdown of convergence likely will become noticeable when the772

imbalance subsides. This issue could potentially be mitigated by reducing the773

dimension of (LOs–P̃ϕ), e.g., eliminating the y variable in (LOs–P̃ϕ) by setting774

y = t1+t2
2 . Investigation of this possibility is beyond the scope of the present775

paper.776

8 Conclusion777

An exact-penalty-based framework that allows for infeasible starts in solving778

CQPs (including linear optimization problems) with a feasible-start method779

was proposed and analyzed. With negligible additional computational cost per780
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iteration, an infeasibility test is included that provides an infeasibility certifi-781

cate when the problem at hand is indeed infeasible. The framework was tested782

on constrained-reduced MPC. Numerical results suggest that, on imbalanced783

CQPs, infeasible-start CR-MPC is significantly faster than OSQP, qpOASES,784

and MOSEK, in spite of their speed advantage of executing compiled code. It785

is also confirmed that constraint reduction is very powerful on such problems.786

Brief testing on a simplex iteration also shows promise.787

788

Appendix789

790

Two algorithms considered in this paper are presented here for the sake of completeness.791

Some notation used in the appendix is “local”, i.e., only applies to this appendix; indeed,792

some of the same symbols are used in the main body of the paper for unrelated quantities.793

A Feasible-Start Algorithm CR-MPC794

In this appendix, we present a brief description of Algorithm CR-MPC in [28], as applied795

to a generic inequality-constrained CQP of the form (6). We refer the reader to [28] for the796

complete version of Algorithm CR-MPC in full detail.797

For ease of reference, we restate the generic inequality-constrained CQP (6) here:

minimize
x

f(x) :=
1

2
xTHx+ cT x s.t. Ax ≥ b. (58)

Algorithm CR-MPC is a feasible-start, descent CQP variant of S. Mehrotra’s predictor–798

corrector algorithm [31]; computational efficiency is enhanced on imbalanced problems by799

solving a mere approximate Newton-KKT system for search directions (“constraint reduc-800

tion”). Specifically, the Newton-KKT system is approximated by including only a selected801

subset of constraints, which aims to estimate the active constraint set at a solution to (58).802

Also, an adaptive positive definite regularization W of the original Hessian H is substituted803

in that system.804

Let Q denote the index set of the selected set of constraints, then the affine-scaling
search direction is given by the solution of the approximate Newton-KKT system for (58) W −AT

Q 0

AQ 0 −I
0 SQ ΛQ

 ∆xa

∆λa
Q

∆saQ

 =

−∇f(x) + (AQ)TλQ
0

−SQλQ

 , (59)

and the corrector direction is computed by solving W −AT
Q 0

AQ 0 −I
0 SQ ΛQ

 ∆xc

∆λc
Q

∆scQ

 =

 0
0

σµ(Q)1−∆Sa
Q∆λa

Q

 (60)

where µ(Q) :=

{
sTQλQ/|Q| , if Q 6= ∅
0 , otherwise

and σ = (1 − αa)3 with αa the maximum feasible805

step for the affine-scaling direction. A pseudocode for an iteration in Algorithm CR-MPC806

is given in Pseudocode 5, which can serve as base_iteration() in Meta-Algorithm IS with807

minimal modifications that tailor the code for penalized relaxed problems of the form (Pϕ).808

B Revised Primal Simplex (RPS) Algorithm809

In this appendix, we give a brief description of the revised primal simplex method, which
is considered in section 6.3.1 in the comparison to the CR-MPC method discussed in Ap-
pendix A, as well as in section 7 as a base iteration in the IS framework. We consider the
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Pseudocode 5:

Iteration CR-MPC: A Constraint-Reduced variant of MPC iteration
Input: strictly feasible primal point x for (58), dual point λ > 0,

Output: updated strictly feasible primal point x+, dual estimate λ̃+

1 Set s := Ax− b. Select an index set Q that estimates active constraints at a

solution. Compute an adaptively regularized Hessian W � 0 from original

Hessian H;

2 Solve (59) for the affine-scaling direction (∆xa, ∆λa
Q, ∆saQ);

3 Solve (60) for the corrector direction (∆xc, ∆λc
Q, ∆scQ);

4 Compute a mixing variable γ based on the two directions and obtain the search

direction by setting (∆x, ∆λQ) := (∆xa, ∆λa
Q) + γ (∆xc, ∆λc

Q);

5 Set auxiliary dual variable λ̃+
Q = λQ + ∆λQ, and λ̃+

Qc = 0;

6 Compute primal and dual steps αp and αd that maintain strict feasibility;

7 Update the primal and dual variables: x+ := x+ αp∆x , λ+
Q := λQ + αd∆λQ,

with λ+
Qc set to some well-centered estimation;

RPS method that handles linear optimization problems in primal standard form

minimize
x

cT x s.t. Cx = d, x ≥ 0. (61)

The RPS method considered here starts from an initial primal BFS for (61) and, at each810

iteration, it reduces the objective function value by moving to an adjacent primal BFS with811

lower value. Specifically, each RPS iteration forms a descent search direction by adding an812

entering column to the basis associated to the BFS, and takes a step towards the descent813

direction until one of the BFS entries becomes zero, the index of which is then identified as814

the leaving column and is removed from the basis. Pseudocode 6 presents the main steps of815

an RPS iteration, which can be used as iteration_RPS() in the wrapped RPS base iteration816

in Pseudocode 4 by incorporating the penalty parameter ϕ into the input.817
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